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EEK .AY KENTUCKYA ./
01411 DOLLAR A YEAR.
HOIKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY KENTUCKY FRIDAY, MAY 9, 1932
ZIIIPSIN KENTUCKY
BNCOURACINC REPORTS
ARE ISSUED.
Statements By Weather Bu-
reau And Commissioner
Of Agriculture.
The weekly summary of Kentucky
crop conditions eoropiled by the
weather bureau is as followe:
General rains occurred during the
Arse of the week. The rainfall was
quite heavy in southwestern coun-
ties. The rain was followed by very
warm weather during the latter part
• et the week and all vegetation is
growing rapidly.
Wheat, oats and rye have improved
quite decidedly. Corn is about ball
planted: the work was seriously re-
tarded by rain, but the early fields
are coming up well.
Tobaceo pleats are generally late
and rather scarce, but are now mak-
fag excellent growth.
• Garden vegetables and potatoes
are starting out nicely and look quite
promising. Grass and clover in pas-
tam and meadows are growing rap-
idly. Hemp has been sown and is
coining up nicely in the early fields.
Fruit is in bloom, and, with the
exception of peaches, looks quite
promising. Strawberries are in fine
eoadftion.
There is considerable complaint of
*tinge by cut worms.
la senseet the southwestern coun-
ties swops were damaged by severe
hailstorms, bqt the area affected
waallia4tiarge..1
'arm work has been delayed in
the western and central sestions by
State Commissioner of Agriculture
haa last eampieted his monthly
crop statistics and his report shows
the wheat crop prospects have fallen
off several points since April I. His
last report showed acreage of wheat
911, eonditien 71. His figures put the
acreage at 92 and condition M. Acre-
age of corn is 99, bet the crop is not
far enough advanced to report its
condition. Oats, acreage 90 and con-
dition 84, a alight improvement over
last month. Rye, acreage 96 and con-
dition 81. Barley acreage 90 and con-
dition Me Hemp, acreage 89. To-
Waco. acreage 97 and condition of
• plant beds 84. Pastures, condition 79.
Meadows condition 84. Stock peas,
acreage 96. Potatoes, acreage 9e
Live stock, general condition, 91. As
to numbers cattle are 86, sheep, 86,
hogs, 71, horses, 88 and Mules 86.
e peach crop is much dam-
aged and only 46 per cent, crop is
expected, while apples show 78 per
cent, and other fruits 82 per cent.
"I feel as ill should fly to pieces."
How often those words are on a wo-
man's lips. They express te the ut-
termost the nerve racked sondition
the be( which makes flea daily
If this condition had come sud-
deakr it would have been unbeara-
ble. Bat the transition was gradual.
A. Bette Tore strain each day on the
serves. A little more drain each day
of the vitality. Any woman would
be glad to be rid of such a condition.
Every woman tries to be rid of it.
Thousands of such women have been
eared by Dr. Pierce's treatment with
his "Favorite Prescription" when
local doctors had entirely failed to
"Favorite Prescription" contains
no opium, cocaine of other narcotic.
PYLE & GARNETT
Strong Firm Will Conduct
Large Establishment.
Mr. A. W. Pyle, the veteran under-
taker and farniture man, and Mr. J.
F. Garnett, presideat of the Planters
Bank, have entered into a partner-
ship under the firm name of Pyle &
Garnett sod will conduct one of the
largest furniture establishments in
theetete.
PLENTY OF THRILL
Wild West Show Comes
Next Wednesday.
Buckskin Bills Will West Show
came to town Tuesday morning, and
gave all the small boys and some of
the big ones virulent attacks of
Wild Weld fever. The desire to go
out on the plains and slay Indians
and buffalo, although there are few
Indians and no buffalo left to slay,
was planted in the breast of about a
thousand youngsters who followed
the parade through the streets, and
if they could command the price,
viewed the performance with awe
during the afternoon.
There was a good deal in both to
stir up his awe. In the parade there
were Indians and cowboys by the
doses, bucking brunches, cowboy
bands, the old stage coach and
prairie schooner, squaws and pa-
pooses and cavorting steers and
everything else which should be in
a well-regulated Wild West show.
The Indians were the real thing
and did not come from Brooklyn.
They were red and the color was
guaranteed to be fast. There were
several chiefs In the bunch.
The performance was properly
hair-raising. The events were given
before a large crowd.-St. Paul,
Minn., Gazette, 6, 1900. Wild West
in Hopkinsville Wednesday May
14.
To Cure Grip In;Two Days.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine removes
*arum B. W. Grove's signature
no Me, frox. Privy Xi cents. w-sdin
MANI ATTRACTIONS METHODISTS MEET SANTOS-DUMONT PROMISES TO
 SAIL
IN AIRSHIP OVER NEW YORK CITY
AND ALL WILL BE WORTH
SEEINC.
Free Exhibitions On The
Streets Before Midway
Shows Open.
The Wright Carnival Company
will bring all of its splendid attrac-
tions to Hopkinsville for the entire
carnival week, May 19 to 24. Its
shows have a world wide reputation.
The artists are all first class and
tented features represent an invest-
ment of thousands of dollars. Just
for instance, 300 people are carried,
and twenty cars are required to tran-
sport them and the shows. Part of
the attractions are a wild animal
show, containing twenty wild beasts,
dog itnd pony show, Streets of India,
statute turning to life, the flying la-
dy, troupe of Japanese jugglers. Ger-
man village, Moorish palace, crys-
tal maze, Ferris wheel, the two
Hewitt.. in their rolling globe act,
Johnston, the high diver, elecric
theater and fountain, slack wire per-
formers, battle-axe throwers, trap-
eze and ring performers, Edison's
moving pictures. Dr. Bell's return
aerial act, Miller family, bicycle ex-
perts, glass blowers, whistling der-
vishes, Dan, the diving dog, the
Earls, the musical wonders; Hindoo
magicians, the streets of all nations,
camels, donkeys, elephants and nu-
merous other attractions too numer-
ous to name.
On the business streets there will
be free attractions to entertain the
crowds until the opening of the park
and the Midway shows each day.
Uniformed brass bands will discourse
sweet music froth early morning un-
til late at night, and in the evenings
the grounds will be brilliantly illum-
inated.
Carried Concealed Weapons
Charlie Welsley and R.B. Stinson,
Todd county citizens who "toted
pistols" while on an excursion over
the L. & N. to Evansville last Sun-
day and who tired them while the
train was passing through the por-
tion of Christian county between
Empire and the Hopkins county
line, have been tried before County
Judge Fowler and fined $26 and costs
each.
Did Coed Work.
County Attorney 0. H. Anderson,
T. J. Tate and J. M. Renshaw, a
committee :appointed by County
Judge Fowler, went to Frankfort
yesterday and appeared before the
state board of tax supervisors to pro-
test at Um raises made oh Christian
county property. Their mission was
successful. The two per cent. in-
crease on town loth was removed,
leaving the local assessment un-
changed, and the three per cent.
raise on farm property was reduced
one per cent. As a result of the
efforts of the committee tax-payers
are saved about $900.
Elected Principal.
Mr. James M. Calvin has been
elected principal of the public school
at Clinton, Ky., and will take charge
of the in./Station September 1. He
Is now completing a special coarse
at the Normal College in Bowling
Green. Mr. Calvin was the Demo-
cratic candidate for superintendent
of county schools last year. He in
an intelligent young man of high
Christian character, and his friends
rejoice at his promotion in his pro-
fession.
Dunning-Armstrong.
Mr. Tim Dunning of North Chris-
tian, and Miss Eva Armstrong, of
Crofton were married at the home of
the bride Sunday evening, Rev. P.
A. Thomas officiating.
- -
Notice.
The heal beard of health has or-
dered the practice of throwing dead
an imals ea the Butler road, adjoin-
ing the whim land, stopped. Any
one failing to rogard this notice will
be subject toe fine of not less than
$10 and not more than $100.
Done by order of the board.
Da. J. B. JACKBOX. Secretary.
d I twit
- - - - 
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A TEXAS WONDER
Hall's (treat Discovery
One small bottle of Hall's Great Dis-
covery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes eravel, cures dia-
betes, seminal emissions, weak and
lame backs, rheumatism and all ir-
regularities of the kidneys and blad-
der in both men and women, regu-
lates bladder troubles in children.
If not sold by your druggist will be
sent by mail on receipt of $1. One
small bottle is two months' treat-
ment and will cure any case above
mentioned. Dr. E. W. Hall, sole
manufacturer, P. O. Box 729, St.
Louis, Mo. Send for testimonials.
Sold by all druggists and T. D. Arm-
stead.
READ THIS.
Hopkinsville, Ky., June 7 1901
Dr. E. W. Hall, St Louis, Mole
Sir: I have sold your Texas Won-
der (Hall's Great Discovery) for the
past three years and from 'experience
I can'eafely say I have neiter sold any
kidney and bladder remedy of super-
ior merits.
Most Respectfully,
THOMAS D. ARMIS'lEAD.
May Play Here.
Madisonville Elks contemplate re-
producing the play, "A Soldier's
Sweetheart" at Hopkinsville soon.-
Madisonville Hustler.
Delegates Selected.
Maser. Hunter Wood, Sr.. awl
James F. Burns were selected by the
vestry to represent Grace Episcopal
cherish at the Episcopal convention
CENERAL CONFERENCE
IS IN SESSION.
Large Attendance And
Much Business Of
Importance.
(Special to New Era.)
DALLAS, Tex., May 8.-The four-
teenth general conference of the
Methodist Episcopal church, south.
has met here for a several weeks'
session. Forty-seven annual confer-
ences are represented by delegates.
A large number of visitors are in
the city, and matters of great inter-
est will be up before this confer-
ence.
The total membership of the con-
ferences interested is 1,620,000. The
282 delegates, half clerical and half
lay, will represent conferences from
China, Japan, Mexico, Brazil and
the southern states, the largest rep-
resentation coming from the North
Georgia conference.
Within the broad limits of the Six
Restrictive Rules and provisional
veto of the bishops. this body has
full and sole powers of legislation.
In its administrative capacity, it
holds supervision over the annual
conferences and the bishops exercise
judicial powers over all questions
relative to their sessions.
personal Notes
From Thursday s daily.
Mrs. L. Nash is in Cadiz.
Dr. T. L. Bacon has returned from
a professional visit to Evansvele.
Henry Hamlet, of Clinton, was
here today enroute to Hopkinsville.
-Fulton Leader.
Mr. George Reichman loft for Hop-
kinsville last night on business.-
Henderson Gleaner.
Miss Lillie bier, of Nashville,
Tenn., is a guest of Mrs. Henry
Frankel.
Miss Clara Means will leave to-
morrow to visit the family of her
brother, Mr. George Means, at Char-
lestown, Ind.
Mrs. C. R. Clark will go to Padu-
cah tomorrow to visit Mrs. John
Utterback.
Mesdames Lewis Starling and Sol
Fritz will go to Louisville tomorrow
to visit friends.
row Wednesday's dolly.
Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Everiole, of
Lewistpwn. Missouri, are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. IDr. James E.
Oldham, on South Clay street.
Mrs. Mary Stevens, of Mayfield,
who has been the guest of her cousin,
Mrs. C. B. Wisdom, left at noon for
Hopkinsville to visit relatives before
returning home.-Owensbore Inquir-
er.
Mr. John E. Campbell and family
will arrive in the city today and have
engaged board at Mrs. Quick's on
Ninth street. .Mr. Campbell has a
traveling position and will make
Hopkinsville his headquarters.
Mrs. Henry Frankel returned to-
day from Clarksville accompanied
by Dr. and Mrs. Perry Bromberg, of
Nashville, Tenn., who will visit her.
Mr. Frank Deckert, of the Louis-
ville Commercial, is in the city.
Mrs. Mary A. Stevens, of Mayfield,
is visiting her son, Mr. Gus K.
Stevens on South Virginia street.
Miss Nannie Manson, of Clarks-
ville, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Hancok Stowe, near Julian.
Christian County Farm.
Lands excel in regular production
of a greater variety of crops than
any other country under the sun.
WHEAT, CORN AND TOBACCO
attain perfection here.
4= ACRES
Located in South Christian on a free
turnpike; good neigborhood and
school; flue timber and well watered,
improvements first-class; convenient
to three good markets and farm in
high state:of cultivation.
260 ACRES
Located two miles from Pembroke,
Ky. Abundance of timber, good wa-
ter and well improved.
Property must be sold at once.
Call on or address
J. If. Pendleton, Pembroke Ky.
Or L. 0. Garrott, Longview, Ky.
All d&wit
Circuit Court Term.
The May term of the Hopkins
county circuit court began Monday
with seventy-five common law cases,
300 equity eases and about 260 cases
on the commonwealth docket.
Soul Winners Convention.
-The Soul Winners- convention,
which was held at theBaptist church
in Madisonville last week, was a
pleasant and profitable one. The at-
tendance was large. The meeting
closed Sunday.
Taylor Sisters.
The famous sisters of ex-Gov.
Robe L. and All Taylor will deliver
their lecture entitled "The Real and
Ideal" at Clarksville May lb.
• .411111e•-•-- _
BIG CHURCH DEBT
Raised By The Rev. Walker
K. Piner, Of Memphis.
It will be of interest to the many
friends of the Rev. NV. K. Piller, pas-
tor of the Central Methodist church
in Memphis, Tenn., to know that be-
fore leaving for the general confer-
ence in Dallas, Texas, of which he is
a member, he raised the entire $18,0
bonded debt which his church has
been carrying for so long. Dr. Finer
has been pastor o1 
this church only
since November and has been signal-
ly successful, having added seventy-
five or more members besides paying
of the big debt.
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HOW AANTOS-OITMONT hiSES IN HIS AIRSHIP.
NEW YORK, May 6.-Alberto some exhibitions during the corona-
Santos-Dumont, the aeronaut who
came here from France to discuss an
exhibition and race of airships with
the directorate of the St. Louis expo-
thin of King Edward.
He said the airship with which he
sailed around around the Eiffel tow-
er would be sent to America to ar-
sleet), has sailed for Europe on the rive about June 30, and that later he
French liner La Savoie. He will go. expected to give exhibitio
ns at
to London and will probably give !Brighton Beach.
•
REAR ADMIRAL SAMPSON DIES
AFTER A LINGERING ILLNESS.
(Special to New Era.)
WASHINGTON, D. C.. May 7.-
Rear Admiral Wm. T. Sampson. re-
tired, died at his home in this city
ate o'clock last evening. He had
been in declining health several
months. The immediate cause was
a severe cerebral hemorrhage. He
had been in a semi-conscious state
for several days and this evening
suffered a severe cerebral hem-
orrhage.
He was born at Palmyra, N. Y., in
1840. His father was a day laborer,
and young Sampson used to accom-
pany him from farm to farm in search
of wprk. At the age of 17 he was ap-
pointed a midshipman in the United
States naval:academy at, Annapolis.
He was graduated, first in his class,
in 1861, and Wan immediately sent
aboard of the frigate Potomac.
Here he soon won his lieutenancy.
Sampson was executive officer and
steed on the bridge of the Patapsco
when she was blown up by a torpedo
in Charleston Harbor. January 16,
1866. Seventy of the crew were
drowned. In 1866 he was promoted
to a lieutenant commander while on
the Colorado. From lsee to 1871 he
was at the naval academy. The fol-
lowing two years he was on the Con-
gress, and in 1874, having been made
a commander, he was assigued to t he
Large Increase.
At the adjourned meeting of the
city council the report of the assessor
was read, showing an increase in as-
sessment of $266,000. A committee
was appointed to look into the mat-
ter of heating the city building.
Strikes a Rich Find.
“1 was troubled for several years
with chronic indigestion and nervous
debility," writes F. J. Green, of Lan-
caster, N. H. "No remedy helped
me until I began using Electric Bit-
ters, which did me more good than
all the medicines I ever used. They
have also kept my wife in excellent
health for years. She says Electric
Bitters are Just splendid for female
troubles; that they are a grand tonic
and invigorator for weak, run down
women. No other. remedy can take
its place in our family." Try them.
Only &lc. Satisfaction guaranteed
by J. 0. Cook, L. L. Eight, C. K.
Wyly. Anderson & Fowler.
-
In Secret Circles.
From Wednesday's daily.
At the meeting of the Elks lodge
last night Mr..James B. Allensworth
and Captain Robert C. Payne were
elected members. They will be init-
iated next Tuesday night. Three
other petitions for membership were
favorably:reportNI.
The following officers were elected
by the reorganized Order of the Gol-
den Cross, No. 852: Ross A. Rogers,
P. N. C.; J. H. Eggleton, N C.; Mrs.
Lillie Twyman, V. N. C.: W. W.
Joslin, prelate; W. S. Elgin, F. K.
11,.; Wm. Eggleton, K. Y. R.; W. W.
Walker, herald ;0 B Drake,W. I. (I;
N. 0. Bagwell, W. 0. 0.
Hopkinsville lodge N. 37, F. and
A. M., held an interesting meeting
Monday night. After work in the
Master Mason's degree, a delicious
oollation was enjoyed. Messrs. R. M.
Fairleigh and Simon Hesse were ini-
tiated.
- -
Sealed Bids.
•
ADHIltAL SA PSON.
IAlert. He returned to the naval
academy in tele and emained there
nearly three years. In 1879 he was
In China commandin the Swatars.
He was chief of tbe ureau of ordi-
nancerfroin 1893 to 187. and previous
to that he was inspec r of ordnance
at the WashIntom4 navy yard.
Since the formation 4t the new navy
he has cemmanded 4e Iowa and the
San Frapeisco. On ccount of his
wide knowledge of t rpedoes, mines,
etc., he was appointd president of
the Maine court of i quiry by Presi-
dent McKinley. He Was promoted to
a rear admiral by th president, suc-
ceeding Admiral Sic rd. and was in
enusniand of the fl et off Santiago
daring the Specie American war
until the capitu1atloi of the city.
Sinking Fork Items.
We gladly welcome spring, for it
brings back the summer flowers and
the little birds that chirp to happily
and makes us all re lite that life is
worth living.
-This rain wit make farmers
very IMP planting t eir corn.
-Rev. J. U. hips it. delivered en
address at Pisgha hool house Sun-
day. A large crow was imm attend-
ance.
-Misses Mandie and Cora Size-
more, of Crofton, ere the guests of
their cousin, Miss miou Sizemore,
Saturday night an Sunday.
t seems th t the Dripping
Spring is a very a4ractive place, for
the young people frequently meet
, there to make thel vows of warm
• affection.
I will receive sealed bids until 10
o'clock Tuesday morning, May 13th,
for the construction of two abut-
ments over Sherrill's ford on Green-
ville road; two abutments over Mont-
gomery creek on Naehville road one
mile east of Pembroke, and one abut-
ment on Palmyra road for new bridge.
For specifications call at my office
in county building.
T. J. MeREYNOLDS,
t Supervisor of roads.
Notice.
All persons holding accounts
against the estate of Sam Payne, de-
ceased, will please present them by
June n, and also all persons indebted
to said estate will please call and
settle their accounts by said date.
C. P. NOLEN,
Admr. SAM PAveit Dec'd.
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DEW DROP.
COMINGEVENTS.
Madame Benet e and Treble Clef
Club, opera bou ,Friday, May 9.
South Kentuek College vs. Moon-
ey Institute, bas all game, Athletic
Park, Saturday, ay Jo.
Young Men's Day. Methodist
church and Unto Tabernacle, Sun-
day, May 11.
Buckskin Bill' Wild West Show,
Wednesday, Ma 14.
Old Fiddlers' ntest, Union Tab-
ernacle, Thured , May 16.
ELKS CARS VAL AND JUBI-
LEE, MERCE PARK, MAY 19,
20, 21. ?2, zi and I.
-••••- - -
It Dazzle; The World.
No discovery iti medicine has ever
created one qua ter of the excite-
ment that has en caused by Dr.
Kink's New D every for consump-
tion. It's sever at tests have been
on hopeless vict rue of consumption,
pneumonia, hemorrhage, pletritty
and bronchitis, thousands of whom
it has restored to perfect health.
For coughs, colds, asthma, croup.
hay fever, hoarseness and whooping
cough it is the quickest, surest cure
in the world. it is sold by J. 0.
COOPER-RIEKE. PROPOSED ROUTES
INTERESTINC NUPTIALS INSPECTED BY SPECIAL
AT PADUCAH. AGENT RISING.
Popular Pembroke Couple Examination Of Applicants
Wed. Cadiz Couple For Carriers.--Clerks'
Are Joined. Salaries Raised.
Mr. James E. Cooper,
most popular young men in the city
and prominent iu social and buei-
nese circles was married at 10:30
o'clock this morning to Miss Carrie
L. Rieke, the beautiful mid attrac-
tive daughter of Mr. W. A. Rieke,
a leading citizen of Paducah. The
ceremony was performed at the
Rieke home, 1710, Court street.
Only the relatives and a few inti-
mate friends were present, and the
nuptial service was followed by a
family dinner. At 6:30 o'clock this
evening the couple will leave for
their future home in this city.
Mr.L. N Lowry, Jr.,and MissAllee
D.Evans, a popularPembrokecouple
were united in marriage at the resi-
dence of W. J. Massie on Wedees-
day evening. Elder J. M. Gordon,
of this city was the officiating
ter. After the ceremony time newly
married couple, with a party of in
vitedoguests, drove to the residence
ef the groorn's parents. Col. and Mrs.
L. N. Lowry, Sr., near Pembroke,
where a reception was tendered
them.
one of Mei From Thurudayi
Mr. W. A. West and Miss Nora
Dunning, of Cadiz, were joined in
marriage last night at the Hill
House on Ninth street. Rev. 1. N.
Strother performed the ceremony.
U. S. Court.
The United States court is in hi.s-
Edon at Owensboro, with Judge
Walter Evans on the bench. O. II.
Cayce, John Orr, and Beery F.
Moore, of this city. are serving on
the grand jury, and J. A. Browning.
E. A. Steger, and F. -R. Dryer are
petit jury uteri. Among Hopkins-
ville citizens who attended the open-
ing 'cessions were John Feland.
Beni. Rawline, H. J garanel and 0.
L. Campbell.
- - 
Memorial Services.
Confederate memorial services
will be held in this city May 19. Ap-
propriate exercises are being arrang-
ed.
•• •
Recruitlag Moen,
Frank R. Tompkins, of Louisville,
has opened a recruiting office for the
regular army at the office of Dr.
John liarned.
00911 ADVICE'.
The most miserable beings in the
world are those suffering from Dys-
pepsia and Liver Complaint. More
than seventy-five per cent. of the
people in the Itnited States are af-
flicted wittf these two diseases and
their effects: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache, Habitual Costive-
ness, Palpitation of the Heart, }tenet-
burn, Water-brash, Gnawing and
Burning Pains at the Pit of the Stout-
ache, Yellow Skin, Coated Tongue
and Disagreeable Taste in the Mouth,
Coming up of Food after eating, Low
Spirits, etc. Go to your Druggist
and get a bottle of August Flower for
76 cents. Two doses will relieve you.
Try it. Get Green's Special Almanac.
R. C. Hardwick.
Home
Grown
Straw-
berries
Early
and we will receive
them daily from
now and can furnish
any quantity.
Yours to Please.
W. T. Cooper
4D, Co.
Wholesale & Retail Grocers:
Going To
BUILD?
Special Agent H. U. Rising is I..
time county inspecting the following
proposed new rural routes:
No 6.-From Hupkivaville along
the Cadiz road to Okl. Bellev iew.
thence to the Princeton road and
back to this city; No. K.-From
Hopkiusville along the Butler road
to Pilot Rock thence to Laytonsville
and the Antioch church and back to
this city; No 7.-Out the Gieenville
road twelve miles and back to Hop-
kinsville by the Madisonville road.
It is believed that lie will reeo nm-
mend the establishment of all these
routes.
At eleven o'clock tomorrow, in the
postoftlee building, Mr. Rising will
conduct an examination of appli-
cants as carriers on these routes.
Carters are required. to possess
bonds and wagon or cart, give $500
bond, be between seventeen and
fifty, five yeara of ago and must be
able to read and write. The regu-
lations prohibit the receiving or con-
sidering of political indorsements.
Postmaster Breathitt was efficially
notified today that the salaries of
W. E. Williamson, Miss Evie Royal-
ty and Elbert Turner had been in-
creased $100 annually, each, mid he
was authorized to appoint one addi-
tional clerk. 1.. W. Guthrie will 'be
time new clerk.
Death Of Drummer.
 Tuesday's daily
Zach Richards, a traveling sales-
nman,d ied at the Hill House .011 Ninth
street yeaterday, after tie Pf
work Of bleed poisoning. lie was
28 years eld. His remains were
shipped last- night to his home near
Chattanooga, Tenn.. for burial.
Louisville
DentalParlors
Bargains
In Dentistry
We can save YOU pain
and money.
A Good Set of Teeth
$5
A Gold Crown
S5
Remember weExtract
Teeth positively with-
out pain.
25c
SUMMERS BUILDING,
Corner Main & Court Sts
Hopkinsville Ky Phoenix
Hotel after '6 p. and Sun-
days.
VOLUME XXXII, NO. 34
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sossmosissismom•sams1 I AM ReadyFor Spring!Come to the feast! Came and:make your selections
tow from An elegant Stock of Fresh Spring Goods
Just Opened at T. M. Jones.
New silks' for Dresses and Waists,
New Wash Goods, New Challies,
New Dress Trimmings
NEW WASH GOODS.
Ilereerizeil Zephyrs, Mercerized Linens,
eilk Spot Zephyrs, Madras Cloth, Chant by
Ginghams, Cheek and Corded Ginghains,
Covert Cloth, Fancy Dress Ducks,
Colored Dimities and Lawn*, etc.
WHITE GOODS.
Persian Layne, Vizi Lawns, India Linen,
Linen Lawns, Dimities. Check Naiusook,
Jones Cambric, Piques, Etc. i Stem.
New Floor Coverings.
Carp, Rugs, Matting's, Linoleum., Oil Cloth., Etc.
Big assorwnent in every line to Select
from. All are welcome.
T. M. JONES. */.6 IToplinsville, Ky./.6 
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You Don't Buy Clothing Right.
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Most wonderful top ever invent-
ed. Is absolutely new. There is
nothing in the spinning top line
th at can approach it. It is a beau-
tiful paradox.
GIVEN AWAY
FREE!
with every boy's suit sold. THE
WIDOW JONES SUITS' are the
best made! Prices right! Quality
guaranted.
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•• ..Knox Samplcs... ••°
Cook, L. L. L. Illgin, C. K. Wyly, Can save you money on buildlit
Anderson & Fonler, who guarantee
satisfaction or refund money. Large
• If you are thinking of build-
ing in the near future It will
pay you to see my plans and
get my prices on
Complete Plans and
Specifications
JAS. L. ION
bottles fee and $1.(X). Trial nettles Office in Ragsdale & Cooper building
free. , Main St., 
Hopklusville. Ky • Tele
(Mono No. 1411.
•
•
••
••
The Swellest "head gear" a man
ever walked under is a
KNOX HAT qg
We have the entire sample line
STRAW GOODS. Every shape
and quality: made by Knox-
Regular Price
$39 $4,$5 and $12.
Sims 6 7.8, 7 and 7 1.8.
At 33 1.3 PER CENT. DISCOUNT
SE Blii WINDOW.
J. H. ANDERSON
and Company.
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T E NEW
asp era Mktg & riblislegCs
1/44.3 MUSTER WOW President.
- 
OFFICE—New Ira Bisilding, Itorreath
Illirest. near Maui. Hopkinsvills, Ky.
*1.00 A YEAR.
saitsaa tag postaallee Ropkiseville
mall arbiter
Friday, May 7, 1902
MATES:—
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Oae Nub,   s t a
was moats. See
Woe orooths ..... 6 00
ant swaths SOO
sae year .• 1606
mellieseat rams may be bad by appIlea-
vgict......
.4-- Sadveolielos 'oust be paid fur ia
RN yearly advertleetssente ant b•Ileartorly,
te Inserted wittrotat epee-
NW bo charged for moth unitized
ta el Marrtagse sad Deaths,
g Ave nu..., and turtles. of
plititished gratis.
Proiroce, aeocluUtros of liospeot,
1111011aatar SMaIlar notices, nveeeste per lime
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CLUIMING MATES: —
TIM Witastie New s AA aad tire fol
luolas
=Srairerki:ourter-Jourual  MAUF Imlay**
. Louie Republic . .. IOW
Weekty Webs- lionsuorwa. .  126
saltici Cloolnnati baquirer. .  
i 66
Naskville Aurora:ma .. 1 fo
Maht =T1Lbs t)oianiermlal ..... . 1 61
!vs-Vesely new lurk World . . ... 
I*
t
lorebnalle Poet  /MI
sad Mum . .. ...... ...... tie
Magasum—ncstea  i TL
may Aussie coasututies . ... t 7b
New York Tribune ...... . I*
Wesedy New York Tribune   I 15
klIORIN JOartaist. note
allibodelboro oat,. . i rs
apeiMil coulee ratos with soy 'novae-los
se simenteper to Urc Wilted OWN
uouta DIEM; MK .
OnatiturrOoturr—First Monday in Jane
willammb Monday in February and Save
QIItaimiratT Omar—Second Mondays
talesman. April, July and Oesolier.
IltiDALOoart—First Tuesday in April
rad Ostober.
00011192 Ocus—Itirst lloaday in every
ares1h.
GlIbert's Tribute.
"We are all poor and proud in
Kentucky," says Representative
Gilbert of that state, "and" he
adds. -the poorer the prouder."
If there is a man more able to sing
tbe praises of Kentucky than Mr.
Gilbert, lead us to him ! For the Rep-
resentative from tbe Eighth District
has ransacked all the pages of his-
tory, political, ecclesiastical, said
sivil to find out just how Kentuck-
hive have distignuished themselves.
4'llt was la gallant young Kentuck-
ian," says he, "who scaled the well
etChapultepee and planted the Stare
ified Stripes- above the palace of the
Montesumas. The first steam boat
'ewer seen in the world was inverted
by John Fitch, a Kentuckian. The
greetest ornithologist iir,s,the world,
James Aububon, was a Kentuckian
The first successful operation of ova-
----iroonav and the first successful hip-
lilt amputation in surgery were
performed by Kentucky surgeons.
Alexander Campbell. a Kentuckian,
hounded the greatest and most re-
spectable religious denomination
that ever originated on the Western
hemisphere. 'the most gifted and
eloquent preacher in the Presbyterian
church was Robert J. Breckinridge,
of Kentucky.
But why continue Mr. Gilbert's
interesting-list, especially when he
has other rounds in the ladder,
whereby Kentucky Mounts to the
*beat plane? For instance, Ken-
tucky wee the first state to establish
a general system of public schools
supported by universal taxation. It
was Kentucky's soldiers who made
possible the victory of lien. Jackson
at New Orleans, and Kentucky fur-
sighed more soldiers than any other
Lathe war with Mexico. "And,
of ail," aceordiug to Mr Gilbert,
-no etate of equal population bas
fewer snits tor tied-action, slander,
divoree, or libel, and no state has
fewer prosecutions for robbery. theft,
arson, or burglary.—Washington
LIKE THE PROJECT
Yesterday a number of farmers
.north of town were interviewed con-
guesting the proposed electric road to
tbe oral fields in which the Commer-
eis1 Club is deeply interested and
!they were all delighted with the
project. Without an exception they
-raid they would give the new road
tbe right of way over their farms.
Mad one farmer said he would donate
$11110.01) to the enterprise in addition
to the right of way. These farmers
isaw haul their coal from the mines
wagons, finding it much cheaper
rasa way, and hail with enthusiasm
Se efforts of the Commercial Club
to have this road constructed.
Tbe road to the coal mines connect-
ing Hopiinsville and Clarksville
would be a paying it' vestment to all
who pat their money- in it, and would
ipsrentee both cities cheap fuel,
which is one of the chief induce-
MOM for manufactories.
Unsay not be known by tenni. the
dances of the deposits of coal with-
reach of us. but if they will take
dil• trouble to look up the reports on
Arra eoal fields within twelve miles
*/"Datrici Dale Owen, one of our
lairiber state geologist., all doubta
drag that line will be removed.
David Dale Owen. in his report of
liMO. on page 1190, says : -This section
bate in store for the future by far the
provision of coal in the west-
basin. The nutnerotut creeks
n to run for no other purpose
than to expoite thick coal banks, and
to prepare easy and gentle slopes for
mining and transportation of this
mineral. In the same vicinity there
is an agglomeration of small moun-
tains which from baee to summit
look like a succession ..f coal, iron
and limestone strata, heaped there
as an inducement to labor arid indus-
try. It is a pity Oat speculation
cannot be directed to constructions
whieh are of so much importance te
the country. Until these fields are
opened, a mineral wealth of more
value than all the geld of California
must lie dormant in the heart of a
fertile county for want of easy com-
munication.''
Every fernier. In all sections of the
county, will doubtleee aid this move-
ment. Meech ant*, man ufisetu re re,
meshank-cand every inan who burns
coal, would save at least three cents
on the bushel if the Commercial
Club's suggestione are aecepted.
While this road would he of incal-
culable benefit to the people here. as
a business proposition it would be a
very paying investment for the oper-
ate/es. Parties are in the city now
bow New York looking into the
11110**, sad are receiving encourage-
ment frees the &eel court and city
red all the members or the
Ommakereisl Club. if
 
'OETHODIST EYES BODY OF MURDERED MIN
TURN TO DALLAS PLACED ON RAILROAD TRICK
. IN EFFORT TO HIDE CRIME.
BECINS THIS WEEK.
MAY CONTINUE NORTH.
Many Questions Of Croat
Importance Will Bo
Considered.
From Monday 's deny.
The fourteenth general conference
of the Methodist Episcopal church,
South, will meet in Dallis, Tex., on
Wednesday, May 7. and will proba-
bly continue in session threughout
the entire month.
Tbis conference repreeents one of
the largest, wealthiest and most ag-
gressive denominationti in the south,
and meets quadrennially in May,
and is composed of the t'ollege of
Bishops and delegatee elected from
the forty-seven annual confeyenees
and missions. Ministers and lay-
men are equal in number. and have
an equal votes and vote on all ques-
tions that may come before the
body.
The church will be repreaenteti in
the coming session by eleven bishops
—Keener, Wilson, Galloway, Hen-
drix, Key. Fitzgerald. Candler, and
Morrison and two hundred and
eighty-two delegates. This repre-
sents &church membership of, 1,620,-
000, which is swelled to over 5,0410,-
000 if the families of those who are
members is included. This also rep-
retients 12.000 traveling and local
preachers. 16,t100 church and Sunday
echool buildings. parsonages,schools,
colleges, universities, hospitals, aay-
lums, and other church property. all
over the South and West, to the
value of more than $26,000,00n.
The general conference is the high-
est council of the church, and is the
supreme governing authority. It is
a legislative, judicial and elective
body, and its functions are to enact
laws. levy taxes, appropriate
money. make whatever changes in
policy or rules, or methods it may
see fit. It is to the church what
congress is to the nation. Its au-
thority however. is not absolute, he
ing limited by specified restrictions,
of certain coustitutional provisions
known as the "Six Restrictive
Rules," which rules are in reality
the constitution of the church.
This body has jurisdiction over the
boards of the church, and is the last
court of appeal on all church and
doctrinal questions that may arise
between churches and pastors. and
conferences and bishops. This con-
ference appoints the bo•rd of trus-
tees, which board is incorporated
and holds in trust the property of the
church and receives all donations,
bequests, devises and grants. This
body appoints the book tiommittee
and elects the managers of the book
concern at Nashville, and the edi-
tors of the church quarterly and
Christian Advocate, at ,Nsativille,
and other church papers throughout
the eounection.
Among the important questions
that will be considered, the one to
create the Order of Deaconesses in
the church will bring forth some de-
bate. The order haa proved a suc-
cess in the Methodist Episcopal
church, North, and is likely to br es-
tablished by the conference. The
most important matter, perhaps, to
come before the body, and which
will provoke the liveliest diecussion
and excite the keenest interests
throughout the church, is the settle-
ment of the Publishing house war
claim. In 1962 the publishing house
at Nsahville was taken poseession of
by the Federal authorities and held
and used for military purposes till
the close of the war, the building
having been damaged and stock and
machinety destroyed. For this dam-
age congress awarded the church
$300,000. The church haa been agi-
tated by some, who claim this money
was obtained by fraud and misrepre-
sentation by the agent of the church,
who piloted it through congress, and
that the church should not profit by
sueh methods.
All admit that the claim waii just
and proper, and that the church got
only what she deserved, and many
of the ministers and a great majority
of the laymen insist that the church
should not be judged and made to
suffer by the act of a single individ-
ual, and are most decidedly against
the return of the money. In one
way or another a final settlement
must be made, and on either side of
the question are many able men that
will make debate interesting. But
as a rule they are conservative men
and will move cautiously end well.
- .1 11-ane-a•aba-- - - —
ALAN-A-DAL!
WINS THE OW
KENTUCKY DERBY.
(Special to New Era.)
LOUISVILLE. Ky.. May 6—Altan-
a-Dale won the twenty-eighth Ken-
tucky Derby at Churchill Downs be-
fore a vast throng. He led from
start to finish. but was dowdy press-
ed at the finish by Inventor, The Ri-
val and Abe Frank. the other start-
ers. and he won on gameness alone
by • neck. Inventor finished itecond
and The Rival third. Abe Frank,
the favorite, wan last. 'Alan-a-Dale
was bred and foaled in the Bluegrase
by Thomas ('. McDowell, his owner.
and is valued at $50,00). He is lame
and may never race again.
Blown To Atoms.
The old idea that the body some-
times needs a drastic, purgative pill
hae been exploded; for Dr. King's
New Life Pills, which are perfectly
harmleas, gently stimulate liver and
bowels to expel poisonous matter,
cleanse the system and absolutely
cure constipation and sick headache.
Only 26c at L. L. Elgin, C. K. Wyly,
J. 0. Cook, Anderson & Fowler's
drug stores.
IMTo Cure Grip In Yearaen0-.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine remov
• • ire. E. W. Grove's "Meath.
ry boa. Pries MI rants
•ULLET HOLES IN HEAD WERE 
MUTE WITNESSES OF
THE HARROWINC DEED.
Claude Bradrihaw, colored, is in
jail here charged with murdering his
brother-in-law. Dan Butler. and
placing the dead body on the rail-
road track to vonceal the crime.
Train No 92, the Chicage limited
which arrives here over the 1.. N.
at 5:97, struck the body One and
one-half miles south of Pembroke
Sunday mourning but the fact war
not known to the trainmen.
A little while
shaw inforired
later Claude Brad- ,
the family of the
dead Mali that Butler bad hetet acci-
dentally k i I led .
Coroner A liensworth warm summon-
ed and held an inquest On the Innly.
Au examination of the remains
showed that the negro had been shot
twice in the head, one bullet enter-
ing the skull above the right eye and
the other through the right ear. both
penetrating the brain. The pilot of
the engine had cleaved the head in
twain, but had not mantled the side
containing the bullete.
Bradshaw testified at the inquest
that he left his brother-in-law, who
was drinking, at 12 o'clock Saturday
night and that they had parted, good
friends. He raid he spent the night
at Hollace's undertaking shop in
Pembroke where he slept until after
daybreak. On his wny heme he
found Butler's body.
Mr. Hollers- testified that his shop
wait locked Saturday night and that
no one had stayed there tiering the
night.
Other evidence was introdueed
show that Bradeliew aud Butler had
been together Saturday night .
Rradahavre pistol with t we empty
chamber% was lying at the side of
the body when the coroner arrived.
The verdict of the jury charged
Bradshaw with the murder of But-
ler.
Corselet Allensworth arrested
Bramielusw and brought him to jail
here.
Butler'a body was the third body
ot a negro to be found, on the three
last Sunday mornings south of .the
city, on the Louisville tit Nashville
treed'. Foul play is not suspected in
connection with the deaths of Bone
Townson and John Hickman, the
other negroes found dead. The IMMO
train, according to the inquests held
by the coroner, struck all three, but
the railroad offieiale, after looking
into the matter, believe that No. 58
ran over Townsoe.
Both Bradshaw and his alleged
victim lived in Butiertown, about
four milts south of Pembroke and
on the Todd county line. Each wail
about thirty years of Age and mar-
ried. It is rumored that they had A
quarrel Satorday night but no evi-
dence to that effect was developed at
the inquest.
The verdict of the jury is one of
the longest ever returned iii the
ceunty. It follows:
-We, the jury eummoned by the
(wetter to look into the cattse of the
death of Dan Butler, who wee found
demi one mile and a half mouth of
Pembroke on the enst bide of the
I.. N. It. It. track, find from the
examination of his body that there
were two bullet holes in his head,
one inking effeet above the right
eye and the other one Imided the
right ear. We further find that
emne one had killed hire and put
hilll 4sn the track. and his head was
mashed.
"The corener. with the steeistance of
Mr. Hollace, probed for the bullet
and found that the Millet Arowd
from the right ear through the head.
We find &LW on his person. His age
ism thirty years and he hair wife and
two chitties-me We further find that
Claude Bradeleaw %Vas the first man
to find him this meriting and was
the last one with him last night. We
charge him with the murder of Dan
Butler. He found him about stm-up
and reported him to his father, about
21, miles from where he watt ftnind,
about half an hour by sun. Lewis
Garrott, -foreman; A. J. Summers,
H. H. Hutchinson, Ellis Coleman,
Nathan Shelby, Jake Gunn."
porsonal No toe
Prom ttonaay's
Mr. A. H. Simpson, representing
the Beatimont Snap Ctimpany, la in
the city.
Miss Nallnie Walker has accepted
a position as cashier in the hardware
department of Forbes & Bro.
Mrs. H. H. Southerisuid, of Wash-
ington. and Mrs. Thomas Rodman.
of Louisville, are guests of friends in
this city.
Mrs. Gentry Hillman, of Birming-
ham, is •isiting her father, Mr. J. C.
Wooldridge.
Mrs. Harry B. Montgoinery and
Mr. Stier Montgomery left this
morning for Georgetown.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Frankel are
visiting relatives in Clarksville.
Mimes I.ula Keesser and Willie
Elliott and Messrs. Houston and
North ington, of Clarksville, Tenn.,
were the guests • of Mr. and Mrs.
Dixon Kitchen. Suuday.
Mr. John Bullard left this morn-
ing for a letsineas trip to Wilming-
ton. Del.
Old Fiddler's Contest.
Prof. W. H. Harrieon. of Bethel
Female College, will he master of
ceremoniee at the Old Fiddlers Con-
test which will take plaee at the tab-
ernacle Friday evening May 16. The
follow ing continit tee from the various
churches of the city have the de-
tails in bend:
Mettiodiet : —E. I.. Foulke, W. F.
Rendie : Baptist :—J. Eggleton,
M. Flack ;Sent liern Presbyterian:
—H. W. Tibbs. Or. F. M. Stites;
First Preebyteriait :— It. H. De
Treville, Allan M. Wattle; Cumber-
land Presbyterian :—Ross A Rowe,
Jas. Weto ; Epiecopal:—Dr. J. A.
Gunn, Nat Gaither; Christian:—
Jack S. Moore, T. W. Long.
Mersin,. W. F. Randle and T. E.
Hartley are general managers.
Baptist Convention
The Sootheni Baptist convention
will be held at. Ashville, N. C., be-
gining May 9. Among the people
front Hopkistaville and vicinity who
will attend are: Rev. Dr. Charles
Harris Nattli. pastor of the Baptist
church here. William H. Harrison,
Gabe Payne. James H. Anderson
and wife, Dr. John D. Clardy and
Mies Ada Itatern. of Newstead, How.
ard Stowe and wife. of .1111i/ill, Bev.
Arthur R. Bond and wife.Pembroke.
The beautiful city of Ashville hes
a permanent population of about 14,-
e0u, and there are always a large
number of •Isitors, estimated to
average several thousand. The bus-
iness portion to the city is closely
built up with modern buildings, and
some of the most beautiful residen-
ces in the country are to be found
here; iu fact two intim from the
city. at Biltmore, N. C„ is the mag-
nifieent chateau of Mr. George W.
Vanderbilt, erected at a cost exceed-
ing $3,000,000. Visitors win find
much to attract and interest them in
this section.
Narrow Escape.
William Elliott:4ff Kennedy, Ky..
earrowly missed 'being struck by
lightning host Monday night during
the storm. The lightning struck the
telephone, which was in the ball,
tearing it into splinters. With litteli
force that the splinters were driven
into a piece of soft wood which woo,
used by the children to stand upon.
The stroke, it seems, parted in the
hall, darting through his room with-
in a foot of his head. He wee dazed
for a few minutes but was not injur-
ed otherwise. The cook, who was In
the kitchete wait also shocked.—
Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle.
Will Probated.
The will of lite late Mrs. Catherine
Poor, of Pembroke, was probated to-
day. Nearly all of her estate is lefts
two of her children, Mns. Fermi/
Bragg and H. H. Poor, the other
hildren having received their
res. W. W. Garrott qualified as
vutor.
CHANGING PARK
INTO MINN
ELKS' JUBILEE IS NEAR
AT.HAND.
EVERYTHING IS READY
Createst Event In History
Of Region.—Comm thee@
Are Busy.
On May 19th the Eike' Cnrnival
and Jubilee will begin, and Hopit;ns-
vine will enter into a seas of
enjoyment that seldom falls ti e
lot of any city.
This week the work tif the carpen-
ters at Mercer's park will be started,
and all armind it a higt fence will
be erected, completely shutting off
any view from the outside. Con-
tracts have been closed for the con-
struction of the fencing, entrance,
box offices, turn stiles, dressing
rooms. headquarters, platforms both
at time park and on the streets for free
act*, the Country Store. seats,
bleaehens. water pipets anti eVery-
thing that will be needed. The orn-
amental entrance arch will he a
A thing of espeeial beauty, and paint-
eni, decorators and electricians will
ernivert the entire park into a fairy-
land of wondrous loveliness.
Moonlight nights are promised for
Carnival week, and the myriad of
electric and colored lights will make
the micelle as bright as day. The pow-
er alone for the electric light* will
cost the Elks $260.
All preparations for the big 'show
are assuming final shape. The vari-
ous comMittees are all busy ttrritng
log the last details. So careful and
thorough has been all the arrange-
ments that the alieolitte success of
the carnival cue be predieted with
certainty .
Every effort be nuule by the
Hopkinsv il le lodge to have a carnival
on a scale that will burps*, anything
of the kind ever attempted in Hop-
kinsville.
All the atractione at the coming
carnival will be of the most hartnloss
character.
There will be cheap, innocent
amusements, and the Elks propos
demonetrate there can be ample
fun and frolic without the old worn-
out euggestive shows and acts that
have a demoralizing effect.
MULES PO( SALE.
96 bead of good mules for sale.
LAY STASI-IC.
Hugh's
Chill Tonic
(PALATABLB)
Better Than Oalonset and Quinine.
ft:looming no Arsenio) The Old Reliable
Excellent General Tonic
As well as a sure cure for OBILLS and
Malarial Fevers, Swamp Fe-
vers and Bilious Fevers.
IT NEVER FAILS.
Jost what you need st this festoon.
Mild Laxative, •
Nervous Sedative,
Splendid Tonic.
Guaranteed try all druggists. Don't
take auy substitute. Try it. 60o and
$1.00 betties. Prepared by
Robinson-Pettet Co.,
(ISCOEPORATED)
Louisville, Ky.
TALMAGE
SERMON
Mr *vv.
FRANK DE wrrr TALMAGE. D.D.„
Pastor of Jelarana Park Presby-
terian Chunk, Chicago
Chleago, May 4.--lu this sermon.
preached by the Rev. Frank De Witt
Tahuage in Jeffersou Park Presbyte-
rian church. the supreme folly of bar
tering sway one's leternal welfare in
exchauge for wealth, ambition and
pleasure or whatener else tbe world
m ati giv e is convineingly shown. The
text Is Mark viii, '&6, -What shall it
profit a mail if he shall gain the whole
world and lose his own Soul?"
A most magnificent text. especially easy
of interpretation at the present time.
This Is pre-eminently a commercial age.
Everywhere man is struggliug after tbe
mighty dollar. Capital etri% es to beat
down every obstacle, that its rivers of
gold may grow into oceans. Prove to
It man who has money that by a cer-
tain investment be can make more
money, and there la no trouble to per-
suade him tu invest. Why'does a real
estate speculator buy land? To make
money. When examining • piece of
property, be says to himself: "If I buy,
shall I be able to sell at •n advanced
price? Is this subtWbao region going to
be built up? Will the electric cars come
mmut here? Mall the future residents
have easy access to the city? Shall I
be able to make enough out of my ban-
gain to warrant the output of cutting
:
hiiteiwtia_fealrioniugubp tiontoptatreemtya taanliesbuilnlditnhge
mime?" The erchantman's chief
thought is to decrlase his expenses and
thereby increase is profits. To have
the maximum of teturns for the mini-
mum of output he sends nis buyers to
Europe. There they emu buy the cheap-
est. He has wires etruul round the
store so he can dispense with his cash
girls. He pays promptly fur his goods
tu avail himself of the discount. 'l'o
woo more trade he has his delivery
wagons stationed in the neighboring
towns. His customers are thus ac
kowmodated. They do uot have to
carry their bundles borne.
'Fo Increase tbe profits and decrease
expenses the large corporations are be-
ing formed. There are the steel trust.
the oil trust, the tin can trust, the sug-
ar trust. the tobacco trust. the coal
trust. the dour WM. the west trust.
.1 trust Is primarily formed to regulate
the selling price : but, 'secondarily, a
trust le formed to lessen the cost of
miroduction.
A CONSIMIIII ty of Interests.
Thirty or forty men in the same line
of business cum together. They say
to each other: "Wbat is the good of
trying to anew ily cut each other's
throats? Why not have a community
of interests? lowed of having many
different oMces we can have one big
central Ake. lnistead of having thirty
ur forty different presidents apd secre-
taries and treaserers and cashiers and
superintendents and geueral managers
we can have each department uoder a
single head. If we are in the brick
business, we can have the brickyard
which is nearest to the site of the pro-
posed building make tbe bricks and
thus save expense of teirtage." The
tie which binds the leaders of a great
corporation is not one of sentiment.
but one of prat. Christ, in my
text, talks to his auditors as though
tbey were a collection of business men.
He practically says: "Before you settle
the question of your eterual destiny I
want you to eater into sonte gospel
mathematics. liwant you to put down
upon a piece al paper all the riches of
the world. Plat* there the value of the
It;gold of eount . mtnee and of the cat-
tle on a thou nd hills. Place there
the value of he palaces of kings
and queens. The value of the great
eommercial interests of the world. Put
all tbese values down. Add the figures
up. Then from that aggregation of
numbers subtrect tbe value of your
immortal soul and behold what you
hate left."
Mathematies eammot Ile. Two and
two always make four Ten times ten
make iter. Twelve divided by four
always give. ihree. Five from five
leaves nothhig I 'owe, let us try to
Solve the greatest of all problems,
"What sball it nrotit a man if be shall
gain tbe wbolelworld and loee his own
sold?"
He who solves this gospel problem
must realize that be can only get a
life interest in the world and riot a
title deed in perpetuity. Every would
be purchaser of a home is very careful
about the title deed. Wben a man Is
about to buy se house. he has his own
lawyer go to the county building •nd
look up the records. The •ttorney
traces the his rv of that land from
owner baek to! owner until be comes
to the original settler who bought the
land from tbe government or the In-
dians. If tb e is any flaw in any
deed, the wou d be buyer refuses to
el
purchase. Ile says to himself: "I am
afraid that I alight be involved in fu-
ture litigations, My children may have
this property taken from them after I
am dead. I ill not buy. The title
ts not perfect ' Within a short dis-
tan.* of toy d Brooklyn home there
was a tract o land which was called
Joel:lien's boll w. It was in the very
center of the ty. Well paved streets
rank through I The drainage pipes
were all there Tbe city grew. The
houses were milt up for miles and
miles beyond hls location. Jackeou's
hollow was un ithabited for fifty years.
except by a ew poor families, who
bad erected a utter. These poor fam-
ilies were se flees. We boys would
play ball in t Ise vneant lots. Jack-
eon's hollow. i its status. existed bo
* gaw in the title tocause there
the land. No Man would build there •
house until he was poeitIve about his
ownership. A feet years ago the civil
favorable decisioncourts rendered
cotwerning tLe title deeds. Then the
masons aud
swarms. Jac
forever from
Ltre in
he carpenters came in
n's hollow disappeared
bile clew.
swat Is the World.
"But," says souls one, "to posisseme a
life Interest in the world means u er)
great deal. Think of owning all the
money stored away In the v ;mite of
the United Stater treaeury 'I Milk of
posseessing the repel jewels of England
and Germany, and Hume& and Spain!
Think of havilng your wardrobe* filled
with the eostlieet of dresses now being
made In the 'large establishments of
the Parisian !modistes! Thiuk of all
the new boutiets one could have, all
the horses ob. could drive. all the
steam yachtelwhieh would ride at an-
chor in frontrof one's summer home!
Indeed, it 1 as though to have •
life interest tbe world is sot to be
despised even though we must surren-
der all at the rink of the grave."
But tiatan'e offer Is not so liberal
after one begin* to rightly estimate
the results. 'fbe other day I was talk-
ing to the reptementative of a great life
insurance coutpany. I said to him: "I
have a horror of old age, weak and
helpless. I do not want to be a worn-
out minister., who has to preach to
earn his dailyi bread. When I grow so
old that the; people would prefer a
younger mail to take my pulpit, I
would like Os be able to resign my
pastorate." After hearing me patient-
ly this life insurance agent answered:
-There would be no danger of that if
you only had a little money. When
you become sixty or seventy years of
age. you could go to a life insurance
company and purchase aa annuity. For
a very moderate sum you could at that
age secure en annual income that
would be sullicient to keep yes from
all want." But I answered: "Suppose
ri could not pass a medical examina-
tion? What then?" -Ale" replied tbe
life insurance agent, "you do not have
to pass • medical examination. Tb.
older you are and the poorer your
health the more anxious the company
would be to get you to invest. Aa
soot) as you die the company will pos-
sees your principal."
Satan in a similar way conies to a
lean who la all probability will not ;
nit. over five or ten or perhaps twenty
yesre and be says: "My friend, you
give we a mortgage On your eternal
euul, to be forecloeed at your death,
end 1 will give you a life 'Interest In
the world. I will give you more food
than you can eat, more clothing than
you can wear. more houses than you
aaa 1,ta• irt MOMS mons. shag Nal& aus
KENTUCKY
PRAISES %Id
Some of the recent cures made by this famous blood
purifier and tonic among your neighbors and friends.
All that we say of our remedy is substantiated by the testimony of thousands in every section and state d th
e
union. S. S. S. has won its way to success by honest, straightforward methods. For fifty years it has ste
adfastly pursued
this course and is today firmly established in the confidence of the people and recognized everywhere as the standa
rd remedy
for all blood and skin troubles aud the greatest tonic on the market.
There is nothing mysterious or magical about S. S. S. It is a simple vegetable compound, possessing purifying and
tonic properties that no other medicine does. It cures all manner of blood and skiu diseases and builds up your generalise
d&
Read what the people of your own state say of S. S. S.
MALARIA IN HIS SYSTEM FOR YEARS.
Lotrisvit LE, Ky., Match 26, 1902.
GENTLEMAN : For several years I suffered with
Chills and Fever, caused by Malaria in tuv system,
and each summer for several years I would have a
relap.se Finally my physician prescribed S. S. S 1
took in all three bottles: this was about six years ago.
It entirely cured me, and I have never been troubled
since. I am sure no other medicine could have given
me so complete and immediate relief, and I cannot
speak too highly of S. S. S. My partner in business
is now taking the S. S. S. for an eruption of the skin,
and a general run down condition of the system, and
although be has taken but one bottle, already cum-
Yours truly.mences to feel better.
No. 9i3 W. Market St. SPI alOFF
POISON OAK AND ITS EFFECTS.
•
DANVILLE, Kv., April 5, 1932.
GENTLEMEN : Over fifteen year, ago I was poisoned
with Poison Oak. 1 tried rentedy after remedy with-
out getting relief. Sores broke out over my body and
on my tongue, affecting the lining of niy mouth.
Finally about a year ago my doctor told me to try
S. S. , which I did. After taking three bottles all
the sores disappeared, and I have not been bothered
since, and I feel much indebted to your valuable medi-
cine for so prompt and complete a cure. I am certaiu
that S. S. S will do ell that ie claimed for it in blood
disease*, if not more. Yours very truly,
CON frBRVAS.
PUT HIS BLOOD IN GOOD CONDITION.
LOLISVILLI, Kv., Apnl 1, 1902.
GEN•reitmex : About twenty years ago I used
S. S. S. as a general tonic to build up my system. I
found that it promptly did all that was claimed for it,
and I am pleased to say that it- put nay blood in per-
fect condition, and I have had no need of any medi-
cine since that time. Yours truly,
32.3 Market St. J -VA N BC It CALOR'.
CLOSE CONFINEMENT IMPAIRED HIS
HEALTH.
HOTEINSVILLE, v., March 21, 1430.
GENTLFIIEN About three years ago I felt entirely
run down, my business of cigar making being very
confining. I was quite unfit for werk. One of our
city druggists told me to use S. S. S , and I am glad
to say that it made me feel like a different man. I
only used it one mouth asci have felt well ever since.
I am sure there could be no better medicine on the
market for toning up the system, by getting the bloo,1
in good condition Yours tail.,
7oz W. 7th St. H. I_ LYBKNRCICRit.
SYCOSIS, OR BARBER'S ITCH.
SEW ALBANY, DUD , March se, moi.
GENTLEMEN : For over ten years I suffered with
Barber's Itch. tried several medicises, took several
kinds of baths, bad medical advice, but nothing did
me any good. I saw S. S. S. advertised and com-
menced using it. After taking two or three bottles. I
noticed good results. After taking about six bottles
in all, I was completely cured, and have not been
troubled since. I recommend S. S. S. to any in need
of a good blood tonic, and a sure cure for Barber's
Itch. N'ours truly,
8427 W Market St. W 11. STERORIsti, JR.
AN EXCELLENT TONIC AND SYSTEM
BUILDER.
I.ExiNGTON, KY., April 5, 1902.
GENTLIIIEN : I have so hesitancy in recommend-
ing your S. S. S. as the best spring tonic on the mar-
ket. I have used many other medicines, but find
S S S to be undoubtedly the only tonic that will
properly build up the system. I aril take pleasure
in telling all whom I tliink in need of a good blood
tonic of your medicine. Yours truly,
I Fayette Park. Lewes S Flamm_
SCIATIC RHEUMATISM THE CASSE Mr
INTENSE SUFFERING.
MT. STERLING, Airil 119M.
GENTLEMEN : For over four years ia.
tensely with Sciatic Rheumatism. The litheessadam
first troubled tne in my hip, then spread to =yield-
dere, head, and finally all ever my body. Theism
such an invalid that neither my Lawny nor Meade
thought it possible for me to survive loag. I had
tried so many prescriptions _gives me by _Oilskin's
(which contained a great deal of potash), that my
stomach was ruined, and there seemed ne hops far
recovery. I had beets reading in the asteepepsis el
S. S. S. and decided to try tt, and to my joy tens-
menced to get relief before the second bottle was
pee. After completing five bottles I was at entirely
different man, and I felt that I bad • new lame an
life. The cure in my case has beet' so wawderful that
I shall tell every one of it. S. S. S. sot ealy cured
my Rheumatism, but also put my system' mineraIlsreei;
excellent condition. I have a good appetite,
well and once more enjoy life.
Yoars truly,
M. FRISEuR
BOILS WERE THE BANE OF HIS LIFE.
Eveltsvreidt, Iwo., March
Gee-me:mum : About four years ego I
greatly front Boils, which would brash out en liar-
est parts of my body, oae large Bail coming put
below the knee, from which I wm incapscitatsd for
work for two or three weeks. I saw 8. 8. adver-
tised and decided to take it After ming about tines
bottles I was cured. When I first commasced to Ma
S. S. S. it made the Boil ou my big ran so dist I was
somewhat afraid, but it soon healed and toe the
last three years I have had no trouble . Ism
therefore a great believer ia your mailleime.
anxious that others should kaew what it has dam tor
me. Yours very truly,
217 Read St. A. W. Zama.
Our Medical Department is an important feature of our business, and the physicians in charge are con.scientions
and painstaking in the diagnosis and treatment of all cases. 
• -.7.. •
If you need medical advice, do not hesitate to write us freely gnd as often as you wish. Your letters will receive
courteous and prompt attention. We have been helpful to thousands of others, why not you? The information and advice
you recke from our physicians will cost you nothing, and our valuable book on Blood and Skin Diseases will be sent fins
spend. and at youi eirtlify dremise I
will not care for your money or your
stocks, but I will only demand and
take your Immortal soul." Come. now,
let us reason together. Art you. an
Immortal man, with a soul which shall
live on through the coming ages. with
• soul that shall stand by the cradle of
unborn millenniums. with a soul that
shall yet witness this earth gasp and
die of old age. to enter into such a con-
tract? Read the simple statement of
the proposed agreement. Ask yourself
this momentous question: "What shall
It profit a man if he shall gain the
whole world and lose his own soul?"
and exercise the common sense God
has given you.
Possibilities For Happlimess.
Great worldly possessions do not nec-
essarily imply a life interest Ln happi-
ness. Indeed we believe those in the
ordinary walks of life have better pos-
sibilities for happinees than those in
the higher walks. The more influen-
tial one becomes the greater his respon-
sibilities and anxieties.
What was tbe happiest time of your
life? You are now a great merchant or
lawyer or physician or go% ernor or sten-
•tor. Is this your supremely happy
moment? "No." you answer, -the hap-
piest ttme of my life is not found in
the preeent, but In the past. Now I
have riches, a city mansion and a
country home. These results of 0nan-
cial success do not bring to me peace of
mind and contentment. Tbe happiest
time of my life was when a poor young
man I lived on • small salary. Tbough
my wages were not large. yet had
enough to marry on. I won • true,
good, noble wife. We started out In
two small rooms. The babies came oue
by one. The small salary was somehow
able to stretch enough to furnish food
and clothing for all. We always bad
enough to eat. Our garments could
defy any cold. Never were a pair of
birds happier batching out their eggs
in a doveeot than my wife and I in
our little nest. But now. Instead ot'
working as a mechanic ten hours per
day, I am planning most of the time. I
am •fraid the men will strike and tbe
'whole plaut will stand idle. My poor
brain, tired from overwork, will not
let me sleep at night. 1 am worried
beeause I fear that If I should die my
children could not straighten out the
estate. They migbt lose everything"
Indeed, there is but little pleasure in
being rich and owning more houses
than you can live In.
That the advantages of wealth are
frequently overestimated is peculiarly
well Illustrated in one of Dr. Dio
Lewis' lectures. He says: "How much
more does the capitalist get out of his
millions than the man of hundreds
gets out of his hundreds? The millIon-
aire cannot wear as he walks the
streets a hundred coats, a hundred
veats, a hundred hats or a hundred
palrs of shoes. When be sits down at
the table be cannot eat a wbole roast
ox, two or three barrels of potatoes.
a couple of buehels of turnips--in fact,
be very rarely eats as much as his
brother in poorer circumstances. When
he dies. he requirea no ten acre lot to
bury him. The hole that his body will
MI will be no larger than that required
by the pauper who died In the poor-
house. His eyes can penetrate no far-
ther than untie, his ears can hear ni
better, his feet can run - oe faster. his
life's enjoyment is no keener. Alex-
ander T. Stewart. the multimillionaire
merchant. raid in response. to the sug-
gestiou that, being such a succeissful
and wealthy man. he must be a very
happy wan. "All I get out of the world
is my lodging, clothing and board. aud.
In view of the state of my health, the
board is very poor." Cornelius Vander-
bilt was out one day on a tour of in-
spectiou of his great railroad secone
panted by Chauncey If. Depew. At
about noontime the train was side-
tracked to give a through train the
right of way. Mr. Vanderbilt happened
to look out of the window of bls draw
lug room car and eaw one of his own
track laborers sitting on the ground
and keenly relishing a generous ham
sandwich. washing it down with copi-
ous drafts of coffee. Mr. ‘'anderbilt
turned to Depew and said. "Chauncey,
I would give all of my millions if 1
could enjoy my meals as that man
does his." At that partieniar time Mt.
Vanderbilt's diet was raw chopped
beef and rice. Stephen Girard, the
Philadelphia tuillIonaire, once asid:
do not value motley for the mere pleat
ure of pommelling it. The only purposes
I have sinee I made financial succem
is to work so bard during the day that
when night mass I may be able to
forget my existent* In sleep." In the
light of these testimonles I ask you,
my bearers, does It pay to gain finan-
cial prosperity at the expense of your
Immortal mm!?
*be Wobble of Fame-
Fame does not assure happiness. A
prominent man is the world's target to
be shot at. No matter what his motives
and ambition may be, defamation and
slander and misrepresentation never
the of haunting his trecks. Tbe giants
are tbe pygmy's natural objects tor ridi-
cule. A ground mole has never any re-
meet for the broad wings of a flying
eagle. Daniel Webster, the great eon-
atitutional lawyer, made this 'enema
statement: "In my time I have often
done wrong. I am by no means per-
fect. But before God I can say that
for the words I have spoken and the
deeds which I have performed with the
holiest •nd the most unselfish and the
purest of motives I have been the most
bitterly aasalled. If it were not for the
fact that I am trying to live by prin-
ciple and de ray fellow countrymen
imam emed. L WaUld hare Nivea tin Ulf
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struggle -of public life long ago' suc-
cess may mean great opportunities for
usefulness. It also means tears and
heartaches and agonies. It means that
lf you are to aeeomplish any great good
in tbe world you must also be cut and
slashed and maimed. The lightnings
play upon the rugged heights of a tall
mountain far easier than they strike
into the valleys below. The bird which
flies neareet to the sun has its wings
scorched quicker than the little wood
robin cooling its throat by the mountain
stream. The songs of the night are the
sweetest of all songs. They are the
songs sung by a broken heart.
When the man of tbe text gains a
life's interest in the world by losing his
own soul, he unkennels •nd ante...hes
the bloodhounds of his lower pass/tins.
He enters into a contract with Satan
the same as be would sign a promie
wry note to his creditor. As a mer-
chant there comee to him a questiona-
ble proposition. He knows that if he
yields great profit will accrue. He
knows that if he does what this ques-
tionable proposition demands be muat
practice deceit. He lies awake two or
three nights trying to decide whether
or 00 he will be dishonest. At last, in
the midnight hour, be yields. He prac-
tically calls Satan into his bedroom.
While lighting the gas he says: "Now.
Satan, I am resolved to be disbonest I
intend to be a Shylock and demand the
full pound of flesh nearest to Antonio's
heart. Give me success, and I am will-
ing to sell you my soul " Wiles a man
comes to such a decision as that, be
naturally lets loose the lower part of
his nature. As • merchant be becomes
a mere money makiag machine. As a
lawyer who seeks political preferment
he becomes an Aaron Burr.
Unworthy Rewards.
When he reaches thus for a soldier's
reward, he is a Benedict Arnold. Then,
finding that the worldly success which
be has won at the expense of his soul
does not bring the mtich sought after
happiness. be will let his evil passions
run a madder riot. He will drown his
sorrows in the drunkard's cup. He will
dazzle himself into blindness by the
hell flame of licentious carousal. He
will curse Wu as a drunkard after suf
feriug the terrors of delirium tremens
will curse liquor, aod then drink. He
will curse sin as the poet cursed it and
yet keep on sinning.
"Goodby." 1 said to my conscience,
"GOodby for aye •nd •ye,"
And put her hands off harshly
And turned my face away.
And conscience, sorely smitten,
Returned not from that day.
But • time came when my spirit
orew weary of Its pace.
And I cried: "come back. my
science.
long to se* thy face."
But coascience cried, "I cannot:
Remoree sits In my Place."
Now. while tbere is nothing in this
world that can be compared in value to
an immortal soul, my text does not
imply that if a man gives his soul to
Christ be shall hare nothing but pov-
erty and tbe poorhouse
and a potter's field. The Bible refutes
that idea. In the thirty-seventh Psalm
we read. "I have been young and now
am old, yet have I not seen the right-
eous forsaken nor his seed begging
bread." The same God who cares for
the sparrow and who numbers the
hairs of our head will not let his chil-
dren want. The Divioe Father will
always see. If we do our duty, that we
have enough to eat and to drink,
enough to wear and a place where we
cau sleep. Every one who gives his
soul to Christ will be able to sing
ChatinIng's symphony. He will have,
at least, au opportunity to live content
with small means, to seek elegance
rather teen luxury, refinement rather
than fashion, to be worthy. oot re-
epectable and wealthy, not rich; to
study bard, think quietly, talk gently,
lief frankly: to listen to sitars and
birds. to babes and sages VI Rh Upt.11
hearts: to bear all cheerfully, do all
bravely, await occasions, hurry never--
in a word, to let the spiritual. anted
den. grow up through the (Nommen
Could happiness demand any greeter
opportunity to exist than these oppor-
tunities which are given by God to all
his children who obey elm? I would
tbat we all might ge beck more con-
tented to our everyday duties of life,
no matter what these duties may be.
Whether tbey are in the store, the of-
fice, the pulpit tbe parlor, the nursery
or tbe kiteben it matters not. I would
that we would all go the more cheer-
fully. because tbe harder our lot in
life tbe nearer tbese troubles caN bring
us tO GlOd. When Ore •Te friendlees
and poor and helpless, then God is al-
ways ready to pour out the measure-
less wealth of his affections upon us,
his suffering children.
What Shall It Profit?
A noted London preacher was deliv-
ering his sermon in an open net& 'Up-
on the outskirts of the audience there
halted the carriage of a famous fam-
ily. Lady Anne Erskine (for that was
the name of the occupant' became au
absorbed listener. Suddenly the min-
ister turned and, facing this aristocrat-
ic beauty, began to eel] her soul, as
though she was on the auction block
and he was the •uctioneer. "My breth-
ren," exclaimed tbe preacher, "I am
now going to hold an auction sale, and
I bespeak your attention for a few mo-
menta. I have here a lady and her
equipage to expose to public sale, but
the lady is the principal and the only
object that I wish to dispose of at the
present time. There are three earnest
bidders in the field. The first is the
world. Well, and what will yon give
for her? "I will give riches, honor.
olaasure." That wit; not do. She le
C011-
Give
Your
Horse a
Chance
worth more than Ilea. n.r she well five
when idessures uf
tbe world have passed mi way. You can-
not have her., File imext bidder is the
des Weil. eind what will you give
for her? "I Will give all time kingdoms
of the earth' land the glory of them."
That will needy. for she will continue
to exist when the kingdoms of the earth
and tbe glory of them have vanished
like the shadows uf the night before
the rising 1411II. You cannot have her.
But leo and hear the volee of another
bidder, and who is that? Why, the
Lord Jesus Christ. Well, what will
you give for her? "I will give graee
here and glory hereafter, an inkier!
tem* ineorruptible, undefiled and that
fadetb not away." 'Fbese three bid-,
ders still centend for the possession of
souls—your soul, my soul and the soul
of every one that cometh into tbe
world. One bid or the other we must
accept. The choice must be made.
The decision rests with yen. May God
help every one of us to decide aright,
'foe what Shall it profit a man if he
should gain the whole world and lose
his own soul?"
!copyright, Louis Remick N. T.j
You Know What You Are
Taking.
When you take Grove's Tasteless
Chill Tooth: because the formula is
plainly printed on every bottle show-
ing that it is simply Iron and Quinine
in a tasteleei form. Nu cure No pay
fele.
Thrice Thirty Days.
Anthony Martin wee tried in the
county court this mowing and sen-
tenced to ninety days in the work
house for breach of the peace and
trespass.:
•
ffi:' •
A good bottle
!ova, and poor took- ,
lag r earl Is t b • -
word kind of • coin- _
bluation.
Eureka •
Harness 011 4
•
not only inaltN lb* barman and tbe
1.01r110 h.-A bettor, but maitre IN
I.atbrr oat and pliable, pubs tn coo.
, Once te iest--rertoe se low
I./ &As ...new. res•-aa' us it
 ordinarity would.
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In the Stud-Session of 1902 the high-
ly-bred Saddle and Harness
stallion.
•••
King Alcyone, N—0, 32912
For the mouton of 1902, may be found
at the home of the undereigned on
the Princeton road within the city
limits of Hopkinsville. Ky.
King Alcyone 32912 is a highly
bred combined saddle and harness
horse, time 2:17; jet black with left
hind foot white, five ,years old, full
161v hands high. Wait 'told at the
sale of J. A. Radford. Christion
county, Ky. ,• got by Black Alcyone,
Reg. 10123, time 2:1714, owned b_y J.
J. Vancleve, Christian county, KV.;
King Alcyone's dam Leine Gordon;
she by old Gordon No.3127, bred by
("apt. M. M, Clay, Paris, Ky.; ( he by
Onward, 2:25!,,son of George Wilkes
2:22) her dam Annie Dictator; she
by Tennessee Dictator. Can give
pedigree further. King Alcyone will
be permitted to serve mares at the
low price Of $10.00 cash by the esia-
son, payable when service is render-
ed; $16.00 to insure foal. payable
when fact is aecertained or mare
transferred, No doubtfel mares tak-
en. Not responsible for aeeidents
should any occur.
Mammoth
A Spanish Jack, 9 years old. near
16 hands high, weight 876 lbs., of flue
length, heavy built, good forimbeavy
bone, quick and active, has proven
himself a flue breeder. Was sired
by S. H. Myers' Jack, Granger, 16
hands high; he by Blythe's Black
Prince; he by Rein's Black Prince.
His dam an Imported Spanish Jen-
net. Mammoth's dam was sired by
Reuben Curry's Mammoth Jack, of
Caldwell county, Ky., and he by W.
H. West's old 'Thoroughbred Jack,
Gray Mammoth. He was one of the
best breeders in the state.
Mammoth will be permitted to
serve mares at the low price of $8.0u
to insure foal. money due when the
fact is asetertained or mare transferr-
ed. No doubtful mares taken. Not I
responsible for accidents should any I
occur.
Seaaon has commenced, ends July
1st, 1902.
W . H. WEST
IS BRANCHING OUT
HILLMAN COMPANY NOW
AT WORK.
Will Build Railroad Line and
Revive Old Trigg
Furnaoe.
The Hillman Land and Iron com-
pany, which several months ago
bought the Hillman lands in Trigg,
Lyon and Li•ingston counties be-
sides the Grand Rivers property mod
other mining lands in Hopkins coun-
ty. will in the very near future begin
the construction of a new railroad
from Grand Rivera to the old Center
furnace just on the edge ,of Trigg
county, between the two rivers.
It is understood that there ie also
a project on foot to establ Dew
town at the old Center furn
place.
The eompany now has a large force
of hands at work there tend all the
mining anti mineral lands will be de-
veloped os soon as the work eaa be
done.
NO CHINK MADE
The general assembly did not. at
the reoent session. as seems to be
the general impression, enact a law
prohibiting the killing of quail for
sale purpose. for a period of two
years and prohibiting the shipping
of quail out of the state at any tittle.
Such a bill was introduced In the
home, and was adopted by that
body, but did not get to the senate
in time to receive cionsideratit•n
there.
The only bird laws adopted were
house bill 67. the Henderson Auda-
bon Society bill for the protection ot
wild birds, other than game birds,
and their neat' and eggs and the
house bill 153, licensing non-reeldent
hunters, a law similar to that effect
in Ohio and Indiana. 114
PROSPECTS ROSY
Reports received from the Bimini
of 'Inspectors anticarehousernea for
April show the11011 so market Wigs.
strong and active‘t, every indi-
cation of one of the re roaperou a
years ita history. •-•‘ to the
unseasonable weather fo. prizing
and getting tobacco ready for mar.
ket receipts h ave been lighter than
they were up to this date last season,
and inasmuch as the weed delivered
Is not in first-clans condition, the re-
jections have been heavier than usu-
al. Most of the finer chimes dispos-
ed of has been sold privately, an d
upon this prices are satisfactory.
But upon the inferior Ilaes of leaf
and lugs this is not the eras, though
sellers are expecting a stronger mar-
ket after the middle of May, when
the demand will be general.
The agents for the French market
are now buying liberally of whatever
is suited to their wants, but the Aus-
trian and Span ish Governments
have not yet ploced many orders.
They are expected to buy freely later
on. A number of choice lots of
Bremen styles have been made up
and in the next ten days all the or-
ders that can be supplied will tie in
There is great activity in the loom>
tobacco market, and the stommories
and factories are busy night and day
reeeiving their purchases.
The inspectors' report shows re-
ceipts for past month to be 9,689
hogsheads, la compared with 1,1116
hogsheads for the same time bog
year; receipts for the year, 6400
hogsheads, as compared with 6,960
hogsheads last year. Sales for prat
month, 974 hogsheads, as compared
with 1,408 hogsheads last year; sales
for the year, 1,241 hogsheads, roma-
pared with 2,943 hogsheads last year.
shipments for past month, 1 11S7
hogsheads, as compared with 812
hogsheads last year; shipments for
the year 2,394 hogsheads. aa compar-
ed with 4,196 last year. Stook on
sale, 6,811 hogsheads, as compared
with 3,441 ho _earb. last year;
stock sold, 700 ipablrads, aa raw
mild with 1,018 sheilds lbs=stock on hand, 4,1111
as oompared with 4.401 bravratrads
last year.
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During April Over 20,000
Pieces Of Mall Were
Handled.
The volume of matter handled by
the four rural free stall delivery
MAIM of this county continues to
steadfiy increase as is shown by
ROUTS 1.
IS Letters
Postal cards ...
IS Paper...
Circular.s
 
Packages
1110IITE 2
 
 Letters
 
Papers.45
 
 
Postal cards.
 
Circulars 
Packages 
• .888
SOU TS S.
 
 
Letters...684
. Papers. 43
MIS Postal cards 
 
Circulars
IS  Packages.. ...........17
--------
---- • • •
BOUTS 4.
 
.Letters.
Papers
 
.Postal cards
171 Circulars38
10 Packages
INS   600
These 'gems show that a total of
17,1130 pieies wire delivered and 3,067
'enacted, making a grand total of
116,11Y1.
Of the four routes, No. 2, Mr. E. F.
Owner. carrier, handled the largest
amount of matter the report showing
• total of 6619 pieces.
The Beet Prescription for
Malaria
Obills and Fever is a bottle of
Gleense's Tasteless Chill Tonic. It is
111111101y boa and quinine in a taste-
less term. No cure No pay. Price
IMe.
PIM= BalMardarsdaUy.
WWI Cora Means. the lovely
dissighter of Mr. Lucian Means, died
Imlay at the residence of her father
neat the city on the Princeton road.
Mils was snout fffteen years old and
121121 it ft vorito among a wide circle
et friends. Meuingitis was the cause
Bob Taylor In Cad Ii.
Es-Gov. 1-tobt. L. Tayir will lec-
ture in Cadiz on Mouday. May is.
His subject will be -The Old Plan-
tation."
Christian County Farm.
Lands excel in regular production
of a ,greater variety of crops than
any other country under the sun.
WERAT, COIN AND TOBAcco
attain perfection here.
422 ACRES
Legated in South Christian on a free
tnimpike; good neigborhood and
110604; fine timber and well watered,
Improvements first-class; convenient
to three good markets and farm in
high stabs:of cultivation.
WO ACE BB
Leeeted two miles from Pembroke,
Hy. Abundance of timber, good wa-
le/rand well improved.
Property must be sold at ore.
OM on or address
J. H. Pendleton, Pembroke Ky.
Or L. 0. Garrott, Longview, Ky.
All dawet
Time has demonstrated that the
Thriee-a-Week World stands alone
In Its class. Other papers have imi
sated Its form but not its success.
Tale is because it tells all the news
all the time and tells it impartially,
whether the news be political or
otherwise. It is in fact almost a
daily at the price of a weekly and
you menet afford to be without it
Republican and Democrat alike
eon read the Thrice-a-Week World
with absolute confidence in its truth.
In addition to news, it publishes
fret-elms serial stories and other
features suited to the home and fire-
side.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu-
lar subscription price is only Wm
per year and this pays for 156 pa-
pers. We offer this unequalled
newspaper and the New Era together
01110 year for $1.50.
The regular subscription price of
tbe two papers is $2
HELMBOLD S
EXTRACT
LIU 1 H
Cares all Kidney Diseases.
Bilereard Kidno, • are the cease of
Omni, Atom, In the bladder, lallasama-
patr
_, 
the Bladder and Urinary organs,
, lithasisatisat, Catarrh of Use
Uri° Acid Polimaing, Irritation
Ike Urinary Organs, Frequent desire
to Urinate, and many other sdlusente
WAS* an often attribu tad to Who( tbas
hate reed roam.
'tumours EXTRACT Ill/CIIII
aes_lisse the Mondani Remedy for aU
=Oleg and Illaddor Troubles for over IN
Fe:b the only kn
own remedy 'or
Dlonitae. It le the beet remedy
world for "Female Weakness,"
, Indaninaralon of the
VsZlir,iri"esOvariss. eto. Price $1.00 per
beads
TIELMEOLO'S
EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.
A apiessild teal'. l'urldes the Blood •
eases greesteas, erroteie.
lueseisse, sad all D111011114,11 anal n g f row
isopegstootidition of the Blond. Price
Thc par lInerle.
SELMOOLDI ROSE-WATER
=ea 3111410aS sazratioa for use as aaa In diseases of a pri-
vate aalarre. Slogs dim barges and seals
ail isileasseatioa. Soothing and hewing
trists•Oliere It especially agreeable so
tee mU discharges and Irregulari-
ties. Prise 30c per bottle.
1.116111111Ws Extract Ileac Extract
lerassarIlls seil Rees wow
ars kw eats fp/ all druggists. If you cant
aware theft, don% take subrUtofes, but
arise dirsot tram laboratory. Goods will
basses pregidd span receipt of abuve
prises.
Mr. J. W. Boyd answered death's
summons at his home in this city
yesterday afternoon. He had been
Ill only a short time and the end was
not expected.
Acute gastritis was the cause of
death.
The deceased was well known in
Hopkinsville and throughout the
county, and had many warm friends
who will be deeply grieved at the
news of his death. He was a gentle-
man of generous impulses, affection-
ate in his home and true and loyal to
those he cared for. He had been a
resident of Hopk insv Me many years.
He was sixty-five years of age.
His wife was in Texas visiting her
sons at the time of his death. A tel-
egram announcing the gad news WAB
sent to her and she and her sons,
Masers. James, Ed and Dick Boyd,
Left at once for HopkInsville and will
arrive here in time for the funeral.
Besides the members of the family
named, one daughter, Mrs. Robert
Meacham, survives the deceased.
MURDEROUS ASSAULT ON
CHIEF OF POLICE.
From Friday's daily.
(Alio( of Police E. H. Armstrong
bad a terrible struggle for life with a
desperate negro yesterday afternoon.
The officer, on' receiving a tele-
phone message stating that Lewis
Harrison, a fireman and driver, had
run amuck on Crescent street and
was beating a woman named. Alice
Cantrell, hurried to the scene of the
disturbance. He found the negro
standing in the doorway of tliecabin.
The black man was in an ugly mood
and had been drinking.
You and Alice come on with me,"
said the chief, "and tell Judge Bell
your troubles."
"No. I won't," snarled Harrison.
"I'm in my own house and no damn-
ed man can arrest me."
When the officer attempted to put
his hand ep the negro, Harrison
thrust a revolver in his face. Chief
Armstrong struck, the weapon up
and seized the fellow around the
body. Then a frightful struggle be-
gan that lasted probably a quarter
of an hour. Several times Harrison
made an effort to get his weapon in
position to shoot the officer, and it
was only by exerting great vigilance
and straining every muscle that
Capt. Armstrong k. pt himself
from being killed. The negro
is a powerfully built man
and he finally succeeded in throwing
the officer with violence against a
bureau. pinioning his arms. Then
he shoved the muzzle, of the pistol
in Chief Armstrong's face. With
rare courage and presence of mind
the officer said:
"Lewis, if you shoot me or even
hurt me. the police will kill you like
a dog."
"That's so," ejaculated the negro.
"Throw down your pistol," com-
manded the chief.
"No, I'll be damned if I do," re-
plied the negro.
Somebody outside the house at
this juncture cried that another po-
licemau was coming.
"I'll put down the gun if you won't
kill me," said Harrison to Chief
Armstrong
"All right; drop it," was the prom-
ise. The, negro relaxed his grasp
and pitched the pistol aside. The
chief snatched it up and shoved
Harrison through the door into the
hands of Policeman Mack Cravens.
Nearly all the furniture in the room
was broken up in the struggle that
had taken place. and Chief Arm-
strong was bruised. cut and sore.
The two officers took Harrison to
the city court for trial. He was tin-
ed 3100 and in addition was sent to
the workhouse for fifty days.
— 
-
Will Probated.
The will of the late T. J. Campbell
has been probated. Ile leaves his
estate to his three children, who are
to share equally.
At Southern Kentucky Med-
ical Association.
The following officers were elected
at the meeting of the Southern Ken-
Welty Medical Association at Adair-
vine:
President Dr. Frank Simmons,
Adairville; first vice president, Dr.
Duncan, Franklin; second. vice pres-
ident, Dr. Walter Lackey, .Hopkins-
villa; secretary and treasurer, Dr. I..
P. Trabue, Elkton; committee on ar-
rangements, Drs. F. M. Stites, Pres-
ton Thomas, T. W. Blakey, all of
Hopkinsville.
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. lt gives instant relief and never
falls tocuse. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Plemaut totake.
It oamet help
but de you wed
Sold by IL 0. Hardwick
0:Ct:Gr:Cr:Cr.aer:.&:CP:Ct:Gt:CiZt
10,4
‘.(5;
with TAGS from"STAR," "
"PIPER HEIDSIECK," "N
"CROSS BOW," "OLD P
"OLE., VAR GINY," and 1
equal to TWO CREMO Cl
MANTEL 
Dalt hour ,./y Ike mew 50
1200 BANDS
...iv,. • • • • a AC14.• ,4•4•eCee4 EreCt
ar BANDS and Old Virginia Cheroot WRAPPERS may be assorted
HORSE SHOE," "STANDARD NAVY," "SPEAK HEAD," "DRUMMOND" NATURAL LE
AF, "GOOD LUCK," "BOOT JACK,"
OBBY SPUN ROLL," "J. T.," "OLD HONESTY," "MASTER WORKMAN," "JOLLY TAR
," "SICKLE," "BRANDY WINE,"
EACH AND HONEY:" "RAZOR," "E. RICE, GREENVILLE," "TENNESSEE CROSSTIE,
" "PLANET," "NEPTUNE,"
'RADE MARK STICKERS from "FIVE BROTHERS" Pipe Smoking Tobacco, in securing these present
s, ONE TAG being
GAR BANDS or T • OLD VIRGINIA CHEROOT WRAPPERS.
TOILL'I SET
.rrnmirlip
1600 BANDS
BANOS WATCH
WAICH 
.Steri.os3h,rr r000 BANDS
N.t kel 400 BAND3 WATCH
Soi.f gold (14 Keret line)
t0,000 BAI'41)5
SIX TANI 4POON5
511cl:de:Agri 500 BANDS
tIANDOt (Wa5rD,drr)
3200 BANDS
TfEE SET
5000 BAND5
TRAY ZZOO BANDS
HAND BAG
Arletor ie. In
Loather 1.,ned
?400 BANDS
POO<Et eNtrt StEF% 'fa
KoSeer0:10 rand'e 0e5i sten
150 BANDS
RA•20R
Bet/ Enst.s Mt, erl
100 DAND$
REmits,70N RIFLE No4
1,70,32 Calibre 1600 BANDS
A R,IN REPEATING fo4OT CON
Take down 12 pee 4(100 BANDS
MARLIN MAGAZ.NE FOIE
TaMe ti.twn 3(1/30 Catty, 4000 BANDS
TRAVELLING BAC,' LADYS IL L/M3RELL A '...TER MAGAZINE RINI
IS Corntonsi,on 26- Curreen,rert Tenettoro) 3t-ot Eaht.f
9600 BANDS 1400 BANDS 3600 BAN 05
The above Illustrations
'"N" epresent the presents to be given for siti
WRITE Y 311R NANIE AND ADDRESS PLAINLY on flutsid• of package containing BANDS or
WRAPPERS. and forward them L1 regisierod mail, or express prepaid. lie sure to ba•• yo
ur pacbage
securely wrapped and properly marked, so that it will not be lost in transit. Send bands or wrappers and
r•questa for provosts (also requ•ste for cataluguesi to C. bily. Brown. 4241 Folsom Avenue. St. Louis, tdo
av419.49.0.42.0.0.0.0.*.taad *V*
One important Change
Made.—Local Board Re-
mains the Same.
The examination for graduation hi
the common schools of the county
will be held at the office of the Coun-
ty Superintendent on Friday and
Saturday, May 9 and 10, 1902. This
will take the place of the examina-
tion that has heretofore been held on
the last Thursday in June. This
change in time was made by the
legislature at its recent session. Ap-
plicants for a diploma will please
note the change.
Examinations will be held by the
county board of examiners as fol-
lows:—
For county teachers certificates;
May 19 and 17
June 21) and 21
July 18 and 19
August 16 and 16
May 23 and 24
J une 27 and 28
J uly 26 and 26
August 22 and 24.
June 20 and 21.
lk anti 16.
All examinations for whiU
cants will be held at the Clay Street
school building and for ap-
plicants at the school Itimilding tin
Second street.
The _competitive examination of
applicants for appointment to the
State College at Lexington will be
held on Friday, July IS, 11102.
In a pamphlet sent out by State
Supt. McChesney, a synopsis of
school laws passed by the recent gen-
eral assembly, he says: "Senate
bill 42, the Dye bill, makes teachers
in schools and colleges that are pre-
paring persons for examination for
certificate ineligible to hold the po-
sition of examiner on the county
board. The amendment to the old
Law as to appointment of examiners
reads as follows: 'No person shall
ise eligible as examiner .ni said coun-
ty board who is at the time, or for
six months previous thereto ham
been, conducting a teaching in any
school, college or university where
teachers or those preparing to teach
are making preparation to be . ex-
amined for certificate to teach in the
common schools of the state.' This
can not effect the legality of the ap-
pointment of examiners made prior
to the time the law became effect-
ive. It became a law March 28,
1902, ten days after the adjournment
of the general assembly, without the
signature of the Governor. The bill
carried an emergency clause."
The board of examiners for Chris-
tian county wilratill consist of Prof.
A. C. Kuykenciall and Supt. L. Mc-
Cartney who were reappointed and
qualified in January.
All persons having claims against
the estate of Mrs. S. V. Rossington,
deceased, are hereby notified to file
&One at once with The Planters Bank
and Trust Company. All claims to
be paid must be itemized and fully
proven according to law.
This May 3rd 1902.
PLANTERS BAITIC AND TRUST Co.
Administrator of Mrs. S. V. Roving-
ten .
Just as a little boys grow into large I
men when properly nurstel, so little I
cities grow into Mighty marts will-1)
properly directed.
Our cify is yst lii t he kande of the
nurse, and if that nurse is careful
and gives the proper attention we
can grow into a large city.
But we must. begin with small
things first._ Now the first thing,
and I regard it as the most Import-
ant a all thin" is the connection
of our railroads by a "Belt Line."
This cao etteily be done by building
a line from the I. C. depot following
the course of the river on the West
side until the L. Or N. is crossed and
the line extended lo Daltou'e quarry
and then cars can be run on the L. it
N. and competition given on flour
and mill stuffs, etc.
At present there is virtually no
competition on these things, for the
drayage would more than overcome
any difference in freight rates. I
have the promise of one man whose
property runs quite a distance on
this proposed "belt" that he will
give the right-of-way and $600 in
cash, and I believe I have another
man, who will duplicate this propo-
sition. Now, I say this is neceseary
because if factories are located
here, they want to be located on
this "belt line" and have the ad-
vantages of both roads, and besides
this, nearly all the proversy eft this
belt line is only suitable for factories.
Now we must begin with small
things at first and then get larger
factories. We can put up for the
first year with the following: A can-
ning factory, a soap factory, a paper
mill, an axe-handle factory, a woolen
mill and pants factory, a small shoe
factory, an electric railroad from the
coal mines to this city, an electric
street railway and the proposed ex-
tension of the Baxter Or Tennessee
Central railroad to a junction here
with the I. C„ and our "belt line."
Don't forget the belt line.
Then we want a pipe and tile busi-
ness, and a large marble yard so we
could get our monuments without
having to go to Louisville for them.
We also want to move the repair
shops of the I. C. to this city, and
H. H.
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et
by meal on r•c•ipt of postage—two cents.
Our after of presents for bands and wrapper* will expire November 30.
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ERNATHY, Sec'y.,
Commercial ('hilt.
on Earth are the Celebrated CHAMPION.
milmr3.2=a.
This Can Be Seen at
For Sale.
A fine farm of 310 acres, with good I 1 •
dwellings rooms two tenant houses
one tobacco barn good stable and all
other necessary outbuildings. This
will make a fine stock farm. It is
situated 12 miles Southwest of Hop-
kinsville, and will be sold at a low
WILIMINS di KNIONT. 6th Stribet, Hopft
insville, Ky.price and on reasonable terms.
YOUNG'S
Hardware and
Implement House.
3—Economy in
...f—Low Average Temperature
7 --Freedom from Damage by
Drip Pipe. 9- -Long Life.
I ; naranteed satisfactory. Superior in nine es-
sential points, natuely: 1 - Cleanlinoss 2—Free
tilt Use of Ice. 4—f:ondensation and Dry Air
6—Freedom from Condensation on Inner Walls.
the use of Ice Pick4, 8---Proper Location of
'he "QUEEN" FREEZERS
Are first class in every detail and we do not know any other kind tha
t ill so en-
tirely satisfactory. Be sure to see the "Queen" before buying.
We also have Water Coolers, Ice PicKs, Ice Shaves, Le
mon
Squeezers, etc., in Great Variety.
The low price
at which Arbuckles' famous
roasted coffee can be sold is made
possible by Its enormous sale. It should
not be classed with the inferior imitations sold at
a cent a pound less than Arbuckles'. It has a
quality greatly superior to these imitations and
makes many more cupfuls to the pound. No other
firm in the world can buy coffee to so good advantage
as the producers of, Arbuckles' Coffee. No other coffee
is cleaned, roasted or blended with such great care and
skill. When you buy Arbuckles' you get better
quality and greater value than you can get in any
other coffee at anywhere near the same
You alac get with each package a
definite part in some useful article.
Full information with eaoh package.
Save the signatures.
Christian's Crop Placed Sec-
ond In List By Commis-
sioner Nail.
According to statisties gathered
by Agricultural tountithothmer Nall
and just made publie the totniceo
production in Kentileky for lied %%as
187,r/26,021 pounds.
Day less (-minty leads the stati• Sr. a
producer of ill. 12,1171.1120
pounds.
l'hristian
with somet ii lug I iver 9,1100,unto pounds.
and Logan county third with over
8,409,000 pounds.
Local tobacco men' say that in
reality the Christian county crop
was not less than 14,0110,000 and was
probably 16,000,000 pouvals. Mr.
Nail's figures are based on the figttres
turned in by the assessors which, in
a statistical way, are not reliable.
Hopkinsville Commandry. No.
662, United Order of the Golden
Cross, has been reorganized here by
C. H. Murphey, ot`Earlington, with
about fifty members.
I have 5 nice is-ell bred young
horses for sale, one, three and four
years olds past. Will sell at A bar-
gain If eold at once.
Wm. S. Moone.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14
Two Performances at 2 p. m
Op. m. Rain or Shine.
The Same Magnificent Exhibition
that. DeliglitedThousisnds In St Louis
Indianapolis, Detroit, Columbite,
Memphis and other Loge Cities.
Col. V. F. Cody.
JUCKSKIN Bus..
Realistic
afP Grand Military
.41, Tournament, al .1
ROUGH RIDERS OF
THE WORLD.
Purely Educational, Genuinely
Historical, Delightfully Amusing. A
grand, inspiring exhibition, consist-
lug of Cow Boys, Indians, Mexicans,
Arabs, Cossacks, United States,Eng-
lish, German and French Cavalry-
men, Roosevelt's Rough Riders and
flattery of Light Artillery.
Among the many features of this
inanunoth exhibition will be Feats of
Markrnanship, introducing Bucksk in
Bill, who will appear at each per-
formance day and night and give his
wonderful exhibition of shooting
from horse back at full speed, also a
score of Male and Felmale track-
shots of theWorld in plain and faney
shooting.
Wild Broncos,A Herd of Buf-
falo and Texas Steers.
FREE STREET PARADE
at 10 a. in. SIIIrCow Boy Band of
60 Famous Musicians. 2 exhibitions
daily, rain or shine; afternoon at 2,
night at 11. Doors open 1 hour earlier.
••41.
L.'
'••• •
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ON RURAL ROUTES ACUTt CASTRITIS
••••••••••• •
••••••••
•
VOLUME OF BUSINESS IS CAUSES DEATH OF ACED
INCREASING CITIZEN
During April Over 20,000
Pi•C•11 Of Mall Were
Handled.
The volume of matter handled by
the four rural free mail delivery
routes of this county continues to
steadily increase as is shown by
Maj. Breathitt's report for April
which follows:
Derd ROUTE I. (.01'd
1136  Letters eti8
. Postal cards 61
 
Papers. 3
9611 .Circulars 7
60
3873
Packages
. 915
ROUTE 2
1423 Letters ..714
3276 Papers. . 463
Postal cards. . 14
319 . . Circulars  0
436 Packages 7
6731 •
ROUTE 3.
1068 . Letters .11134
147 Papers.  43
3603 ...Postal cards  4
.. Circulars
64 . Packages '''''''
141116
ROUTE 4.
57. Letters.
70 Papers.  11
308 Postal cards 9
171 Circulars 36
so Packages . 4
These figures show that a total of
17,830 pieees were delivered and 3,067
collected, making a grand total of
20,827.
Of the four routes, No. 2, Mr. E. F.
Coyner. carrier, handled the largest
amount of matter the report showing
• total of 661) pieces.
---- -
The Best Prescription for
Malaria
Chills and Fever is a bottle of
Grove's Tasteless Chill Tonic. It is
simply iron and quinine in a taste-
less form. No cure No pay. Price
Olkt.
Young Lady Dead.
From Saturday's daily.
Miss Cora Means the lovely
daughter of Mr. Lucian Means, died
today at the residence of her father
emu the city on the Princeton road.
She was about fUteen years old and
was a favorite among a wide circle
of friends. Meningitis was the cause
of death.
Bob Taylor In Cadiz.
Ex-Gov. llobt. L. Taylor will lec-
tors in Cadiz on Monday. May 19.
His subject will be "The Old Plan-
tation.''
The signature is ea every Mu et the sissies
Laxative Bresso•Quilte Taklala
the remedy thst emus a seam mime ow
Christian County Farm.
Lands excel in regular production
of a greater variety of crops than
iiny other country under the sun.
WHEAT, CORN AND Ttl HAI I I)
attain perfection here.
422 ACR Es
Located in South Christian on a free
turnpike; good neighorhood and
school; fine timber and well watered,
improvements first-class ; convenient
to three good markets an.1 farm in
high state:of cultivation.
MO A( RE'
Located two miles from Pembroke,
Hy. Abundance of timber. good wa-
ter and well improved.
Property must be sold at once.
Call on or address
J. H. Pendleton, Pembroke Ky.
Or L. 0. Garrott, Longview, Ky.
All diw41
THE NEW YORK WORLD
Thrice-a-Week Edition.
The Most Widely Read
New-paper in America.
Time has demonstrated that the
Thrice-a-Week World stands alone
In its clam. Other papers have imi
toted its form but not its success.
This is because it tells all the news
all the time and tells it impartially,
- whether the news be political or
otherwise. It is in fact almost a
daily at the price of a weekly and
you cannot afford to be without it
Republican and Democrat alike
can read the Thrice-a-Week World
with absolute confidence in its truth.
In addition to news, it publishes
first-class serial stories and other
features suited to the home and fire-
side.
The Thrice-a-Week World's regu-
lar subscription price is only $1.00
per year and this pays for 156 pa-
pers. We offer this unequalled
newspaper and the New Era together
one year for $1.60.
The regular subscription price of
the two papers is $2
Cures
HELMBOLD
BucHu
Dimmed
EXTRACT
ail Kidney
Kidneys are the
Diseases,
came
S
of
Gravel, Atone In the bladder. ilitiantale-
WM of the Bladder and Urinary organs,
Deeply. Rheumstism, catarrh of the
Bladder. I ric Acid Poisoning. Irritation
of lb. Urinary Organs. Frequent desire
to Urinate, and mans other ailments
whisb are often attributed to other Ohm
the real cause.
NELMBOLD'S EXTRACT BUCK
ism aeon the standard Remedy for all
Kidney and Bladder Temente' for over 50
years; It Is th• only known remedy •or
BMOCs Disease. It Is the bass remedy
la Me world for "Vernal* Weakness,"
beacorrhoes, Inflammation of the
Womb, 4 'varies et, Price 51.00 per
bootie.
HELMBOLD'S
EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.
A splendid tonle. i'urldee tbe Blood:
cures Eruptions, Scrofula. Pimples.
Blotches, sod all Diseases arising from
eat Impure condition of the Blond. Price
71c per bottle.
II ELMSOLD 'S ROSE. W A TER
La elegant, preparation for use as an
external application In diseases of is 1)11
Irate ea/Amt. Stops discharges and neal.
all !inflammation. Soothing and healing
IA Its retie° It Is especially agreeable to
ladles for all discharges and irregulari-
ties. Price Soc per bottle.
Nelmbeld's Extract Backe, Extract
Sarsaparilla sad Rose %Voter
ars for sale by all druggists. If you can t
ulcer. t boss, don't take substitutes, but
order direct tram laboratory. Goods will
Wheal prepaid upon receipt of above
prates.
tiELMBOLD 11FG. CO.
IOW Spriag Clarks St., Philadelphia.
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Mr. J. W. Boyd Passes Away
At His Home
Here.
Mr. J. W. Boyd answered death'.
summons at his home in this city
yesterday afternoon. He had been
111 only, a short time and the end was
not expected.
Acute gastritis Was the cause of
death.
The deceased was well known in
Hopkinsville and throughout the
county, and had many warm friends
who will be deeply grieved at the
news of his death. He was a gentle-
man of generous Impulses, affection-
ate in his home and true and loyal to
those he cared for. He had been a
resident of Hopkinsville Many years.
He was sixty-five years of age:
His wife was in Texas visiting her
sons at the time of his death. A tel-
egram announcing the sad news was
sent to her and she and her sons,
Messrs. James, Ed and Dick Boyd,
left at once for Hopkinsville arid will
arrive here in time for the funeral.
Besides the members of the fam- ily
named, one daughter, Mrs. Robert
Meacham, survives the deceased.
STRUGGLE FOR LIFE
MURDEROUS ASSAULT ON
CHIEF OF POLICE.
Fought Desperately Fifteen
Minutes With a Power-
ful Negro.
From Fridays daily.
Chief of Police E. If. Armstrong
had a terrible struggle for life with a
desperate negro yesterday afternoon.
The officer, on receiving a tele-
phone message stating that J..ewis
Harrison, a fireman and driver. had
run amuek on Crescent street and
was beating a woman named. Alice
Cantrell, hurried to the scene of the
disturbance. He found the ' negro
standing in the doorway of the cabin.
The black man was in an ugly mood
and had been drinking.
"You and Alice come on with me.''
said the chief, "and fell Judge Bell
your troubles."
"No, I won't," snarled Harrison.
"I'm in my own house and no damn-
ed man can arrest me."
When the ()Meer attempted to put
his Mind op the negro, Harrison
thrust a revolver in his face. Chief
Armstrong struck the weapon up
and seized the fellow around the
body. Then a frightful struggle be-
gan that lasted probably a quarter
of an hour. Several times Harrison
made an effort to get his weapon in
position to shoot the officer, and it
was only by exerting great vigilance
and straining every muscle that
Capt. Armstrong kept himself
from ' being killed. The negro
is a powerfully built man
anti he finally succeeded in throwing
the officer with violence agaitat a
bureau, pinioning his arms: 'I' hen
he shoved the muzzle of the pistol
in Chief Armstrong's face. With
rare courage and presence of mind
the officer said:
-Lewis, if you shoot me or even
hurt me, the police will kill you like
a dog."
"That's so," ejaculated the negro.
-
Throw down your pistol," com-
manded the chief.
-No, I'll be damned if I do," re-
plied the negro.
Somebody outside the house at
this juncture cried that another po-
licemau was coming.
"I'll put down the gun if you won't
kill me," said Harrison 'to Chief
Armstrong
"All right; drop it," was the prom-
ise. The-. negro relaxed his grasp
and pitched the pistol aside. The
chief snatched it up and shoved
Harrison through the door into the
hands of Policeman Mack Cravens.
Nearly all the furniture in the room
was broken up in the struggle that
had taken place. and Chief Arm-
strong was bruised, cut and sore.
The two officers took Harrison to
the city court for trial. He was fin-
ed PP and in addition was sent to
the workhouse for fifty days.
• Will Probated:
The will of the, late T. J. Campbell
has been probated. Ile leaves his
estate to his three children, who are
to share equally.
OFFICERS ELECTED
At Southern Kentucky Med-
ical Association.
The following officers *ere elected
at the meeting of the Southern Ken-
tuelky Medical Association at Adair-
ville:
President Dr. Frank .f4immons,
Adairville; first vice president, Dr.
Duncan, Franklin; second vice pres-
ident, Dr. Walter Lackey, -Hopkins-
ville; secretary and treasurer, Dr. L.
P. Trabue, Elkton; committee on ar-
rangetnenta, Drs. F. M. Stites, Pres-
ton Thomas, T. W. Blakey, all of
Hopkinsville.
Ko o
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.
This preparation containe all of the
digestants and digests all kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
falls to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stom-
ach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant totak&
It can't help
but de you good
Prepared only by 7,0. EletWnir Ob.
The $t 001115 (lounges /116 Messiah. &Ur
Sold by B. C. Hardwick
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ands Presents5 Cent forSave C Cigar 
Cremo Cigar BANDS and Old Virginia Cheroot WRAPPERS may be assorted
your remo
with TAGS frorn"STAR," "HORSE SHOE," "STANDARD NAVY," "SPEAK HEAD," "DRUMMOND
" NATURAL LEAF, "GOOD LUCK," “BOOT JACK."
"PIPEIt. 11EIDSIECK," "NOBBY SPUN ROLL" "J. T.," "OLD HONESTY," "MASTER WORKMAN,
" "JOLLY TAR," "SICKLE," "BRANDY WINE,"
"CRO5S BOW," "OLD PEACH AND HONEY;" "RAZOR," "E. RICE, GREENVILLE," "TENN
ESSEE CROSSTIE," "PLANET," "NEPTUNE,"
"OLE VAR GINY," and TRADE MARK STICKERS from "FIVE BR.OTHEKS" Pipe Smoking Tobacco, in securi
ng these presents. ONE TAG being
rquaL to TWO CREMO CIGAR BANDS or TWO OLD VIRGINIA CHEROOT WRAPPERS.
•
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WAITE 1%.-cUR NAME AND ADDRESS PLAINLY on etutsid• of package containing RANDS or
WRAPPER.8. and forward them Ly registered mall, or express prepaid. be sure to have your pacit
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Our offer of presents for bands and wrapper* will expire November 30. 1003.
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THE EXAMINATIONS
COMPLETE LIST OF DATES
ANNOUNCED.
One Important Chang.
Made.-Local Board Re-
I mains the Same.
The examination for graduation hi
the common schools of the county
will be held at the office of the Coun-
ty Superintendent on Friday and
Saturday, May 9 and 10, 1902. This
will take the place of the examina-
tion that has heretofore been held on
the last Thursday in June. This
change in time was made by the
legislature at its recent session. Ap-
plicants for a diploma will please
note the change.
Examinations will be held by the
county board of examiners as fol-
lows:-
For county teachers certificates;
WHITE.
May 19 and 17
June 20 and. 21
July 18 and 19
August 16 and 16
cOLOR ED.
May 23 and 24
J une ?.7 and 28
July 26 and 26
August 22 and 23.
For state certificate:
WHITE AND cotoitco.
June 20 and 21.
,tagust 1end 16.
All examinations for white appli-
cants will be held at the Clay Street
school building and for colored ap-
plicants at the school building on
Second street.
The competitive examination of
applicants for appointment to the
State College at Lexington will be
held on Friday, July IS, MY.
In a pamphlet sent out by State
Sept. McChesney, a synopsis of
school laws passed by the recent gen-
eral assembly, he says: "Senate
bill 42, the Dye bill, makes teachers
In schools and colleges that are pre-
paring persons for examination for
certificate ineligible to hold the po-
sition of examiner on the county
board. The amendment to the old
Law as to appointment of examiners
remote as follows: 'No person shall
be eligible as examiner said coun-
ty board who is at the time, or for
six months previous thereto has
been, conducting a teaching in any
school, college or university where
teachers or those preparing to teach
are making preparation to be ex-
amined for certificate to Mitch in the
common schools of the state.' This
can not effect the legality of the ap-
pointment of examiners made prior
to the time the law became effect-
ive. It became a law March 2ti.
1902, ten days after the adjournment
of the general assembly, without the
signature of the Chivernor. The bill
carried an emergency clause."
The board of examiners for Chris-
tian county vat still consist of Prof.
A. C. Knykendall and Supt. L. Mc-
Cartney who were reappointed and
qualified in January.
Notice.
All persons having claims against
the estate of Mrs. S. V. Rossington,
deceased, are hereby notified to file
sable at once with The Planters Bank
and Trust Company. All claims to
be paid must be itemized and fully
proven according to law.
This May Bid 1902.
PLANTERS BANK AND TRUST Co.
Administrator of Mrs. S. V. }toeing-
ten.
For Sale.
A fine farm of 3111 acres, with 'good
dwellings rooms two tenant houses
one tobacco barn good stable and all
other necessary out buildings. This
will make a fine stock farm. It is
situated 12 miles Southwest of Hop-
kinsville, and will be sold at a low
pries and on reasonable terms.
wurrain I gigurirp. 6t1 Stroet, Hophinsville. Ky.
Just a Few Things
That We Can Get.
Just as a little boys grow into large!
men when properly nursed. so little'
cities grow into ittig,hty marts when I
properly directed.
Our cify is 3,-:mt in the hand. of the
nurse: and if that nurse is careful
and gives the proper atteetion we
can grew into a large city.
But we must begin with blind'
things first.. Now the first thing,
and I regard it as the most 'import-
ant of all timings, is the 4 et. 
of our railroads by a -Belt Line."
This can easily be done by building
a line from the I. C. depot following
the course of the river on the West
side until the L. mk N. is crossed and
the line extended to Daltou's quarry
and then cars ealt be run on the L. 4k
N. and competition given on flour
and mill stuffs, etc.
At present there is virtually no
competition on these things, for the
drayage would more than overcome
any difference in freight rates. I
have the promise of one man whose
property runs quite • distance on
this proposed "belt" that he will
give the right-of-way and $6110 in
cloth, and I believe I have another
Mall who will duplicate this propo-
sition. Now, I say this is necessary
because if factories are located
here, they want to be located on
this "belt line" and have the ad-
vantages of both roads, and besides
this, nearly all the property 4011 thib
belt line is only imitable for factories.
Now we must begin with sniall
things at first and then get larger
factories. We can put up for the
first year with the following: A can-
ning factory, a soap factory, a paper
mill, an axe-handle factory, a wonlen
mill and pants factory, a small shoe
factory, an electric railroad from time
coal mines te this city, int electric
street railway and the propose+, ex-
tension of the Baxter or Tennessee
Central railroad to a junction here
with time I. C„ and our ••belt line."
lion't forget the belt line.
Then we want a pipe and tile busi-
ness, and a large marble yard so wi. H
opkinsvill
could get our monuments without us all
 join ii
having to go to Louisville for them. 
Yours.
We also want to move the repair 
U. hi.A
shops of the I. C. to this city. tied
al wholesale houses.
Central might be
to give us their shops.
few flange that I
ent that we can do
nd now let us get to
s not an impossibility
he above list, and you
eke a "long pull, a
a pull altogether" we
hinge. So let us get
in. I will do my part
our part. If you get
ant atty. come to the
Club (dike': and let's
Don't yon know it
t hi reit- health and
out to Campbell em care
Lugs on an electric car
 
or two. And that
•ould give employment
ands and every woman
Ity or (*minty could go
and get dozens of ''cut
d take them home to he-
ttlifilre  rs and thus
•mt full of "idn money''
money." :is it is new
e timings would make its
le and some old -moms
ry bones would wake tip
mg and be looking be.
. "toe it used tem be.'' 1,,•,
now and go to work.
o make prosperity.
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JNO. YOUNG'S
Hardware and
Implement House.
SHOULD BE FIRST.
TOBACCO STATISTICS
NOT RELIABLE.
Christian's Crop Placed Sec-
ond In List By Comm itt-
SiOner Nall.
I. '-1:1 les Vitt beret'
by Agrieultoral Centime...bowl Nall
and Mid puldj,• I totomeeo
preshieti '''' 1:etititeky for 19111 was
187,827e.021 pietiels
preisHitlitiei:rl'i met '1 ele:•,711: II I'm  slt211.:t1I7 18.;2111
pou s.
( 'bristle,' county conme• temente]
with seiner ing ever 0.:•ittoteet pounds,
and Logan county third with. ever
s,44.0,i10t1 pounds.
Local tobacco men say that in
reality the Christian e I .ittity crop
was HOE less than 14,1511,1M and us,
probably 16.1mom,oun pounds. Mr.
Nail's figures are based on the figures
turned in by the assessors which, in
a statistical way, are net reliable.
Lodge Reorganized.
H opk intiv i I 'ommandry.
5:12, United +triter of the Golden
Cross. has been reorganizesd here by
C. II. Murphey. of Farlingtote with
abenit fifty members.
For Sale.
littVe u nice ‘Wm,11 tired youir,
horses for sale, ene, three and fool
years olds past. Will sell tit is lin I -
gaiu if sold et toilet..
WM. S. 1104olt
W4r 11. No. I. 1'1  12,
HOPKINSVILLE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 14
Two Performances at 2 p. m
8 p. m. Rain or Shine.
The Snot' Magnificent Exhibition
that DeliglitedThottaands in St Louis
Indianapolis. Herren, Columbus.
Memphis and other Lage
Col. V. F. Cody.
„BUCKSKIN BILL'S..
Realistic
Wild West,
.cv Grand Military
IP Tournament, ill
ROUGH RIDERS OF
THE WORLD.
Purely Educatitmal, tiettuinel
Ilistorigal, Delightfully Amusing. A
grand, inspiring exhibiti , consist-
ing of Cow Boys, Indians, Mexicans.
Arabs, Cossacks, United States.Eng-
I is!), German and French (
!nen. Roosevelt's Hough Riders and
Battery of Light Artillery.
Requiring 1.000 Men
and Horses.
Among the ninny features of this
mammoth exhibition will be Feats of
Markmanship, introducing Buckskin
Bill, who will appear at each per-
fortnance day and night and give his
wonderful exhibition of shooting
from horse back at full speed, also a
score of Male and Felinale Creek-
shotis of theWorld in plain Atli' fat,'
shooting.
-
Wild Broncos,A Herd of Buf-
falo and Texas Steers.
FREE STREET PARADE
at 10 a. in. gar•Cow Boy Band if
60 Famous Musicians. 2 exhibition.
daily, min or shine; afternoon at 2,
night at 6. Doors open 1 hour earlier.
Cit enlation. , 3-Economy in
6-Low Average 'Temperature.
7 --Freedom from Damage by
Drip Pipe. 9- -Long Life.
e Gurney
Refrigerator
A Food Preserving Machine,
NOT A BOX.
(;naranteed satisfactory. Superior in nin
sential points, natuelyi 1 - Cleanliness. 2 lr!ee
the yse of Ice. 4 ---f.:ondensation and Dry Air
6-Freedom from Condensation on inner snap
the Use of Ice Pick:. 8.--Proper ',Maio Of
'he "QUEEN" FREEZERS
Are first class in every detail and we do no't knoy any other Id 
Il l tllat Si) en-
tirely satisfactory. Be sure to see the "Queen" before hilyi
We also have Water Coolers, Ice Piclis, Ice Shaves. Lemon
Squeezers, etc., in Great Variety.
185 3GEO. W. YOUNG.Phone
rbuckles
famous
OaSted,Coffee
'.The low price
at which Arbuckle.' famous
roasted coffee can be sold is made
possible by its enormous sale. It should
not be classed with the inferior imitations sold at
a cent a pound less than Arbuckles'. It has a
quality greatly superior to these imitations and
makes many more cupfuls to the pound. No other
firm in the world can buy coffee to so good advantage
as the producers of Arbuckles' Coffee. No other coffee
is cleaned, roasted Or blended with such great care and
skill. When you buy Arbuckles' you get better
quality and greater value than you can get in any
other coffee at anywhere near the same price.
You alec get with each package a
definite part in some useful article.
Full information with each package.
Save the signatures.
ARBUCKLE MOS.
Nodes Dept.
New York City. N.Y.
Read Ehe Daily New Era
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FATE.
It is very cos-
venient to attribute
the disasters which
overtake us to fide.
But for the most
part man is the
arbiter of his own
fortunes. Businees
men are struck
down suddenly as
hr lightning. The
verdict is generally
'heart failure." "Ilis heart was weak.
It was fate for bins to meet this end."
But if we went behind the "weak " heart
we should find a "weak " stomach, prob-
shly, awl heck of the weak stomach is
mreless eating at irregular hours.
When the stonia is diseased the
organs depending on the stomach for
mention are starvel. Starvation means
weakness of the holly and its organs.
Dr. Pierces Golden Medical Discovery
mres diseases of the stomach and other
'mans of aigestion and nutrition. When
these organs are cured, diseases of heart,
liver, lungs and kidneys, caused by the
diseased stomach, are cured also.
els the (allot zeq.; I was taken With smother-
ing spells palpitation of the beset, and • dia.
teemd e feeflng in is. stomach." writes Mr.
W Kinney. of Knight Ikeddridge CO.. Wed
V. I cossetted a doctor and he said I had
organic heart trouble He gave talt rose medi-
cine. hut it did lee Ito good. I thee tried differ-
ent loads st patent medicines, but they only
helped me a little. I then mut and got live
bottles of Dr. Pieree'• Gulden Medkal Discov-
ery Refore the STA bottle was gout I left s
caw. When the ire hottle,, were gone
began to watt. I had not worked any foe •
year before •
el ant well see can eat earthing now with
the exceptioa of pock and greasy food.-
Doctor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure
babOIMMIMI.
YOUNG MEN'S On
LOCAL ORCANIZAT ION
MAY BE FORMED.
Only Large Town In The
State Without
Y. M. C. A.
Sunday will be an important day
in Hopkinsville, and the young men
especially will be interested in the
various services, morning, afternoon
and evening. This will be known as
"Young Men's Day,- and address-
es will be delivered by prominent
workers In the Young Men's Chris-
tian Association from Louisville and
elsewhere.
At 11 o'clock several of the pulpits
will be occupied by these visiting
gentlemen, special notices of which
appear elsewhere in our columns.
At 3 o'clock p.m. a mass meeting for
men only will be held in the Metho-
dist church, and will be addressed
by Prof. H. K. Taylor, of Louisville.
Special music will be provided RINI
every man in Hopkinsville should
attend.
At 7:30p. in. all the churches in
the city will unite in a great union
service in the tabernacle. Among
those who are to address the meeting
are Prof. Taylor, Stata Secretary H.
F. Rosevear and Assistant Secretary
F. J. Michel, all of Louisville.
There are now fifty-three Young
Men's Christian Associations in
Kentucky, and Hopkinsville is the
largest city in the state without an
association. We should have for
our own young men such an organi-
zation with reading room, library,
gymnasium, bath rooms, reception
rooms, helpful amueementareligious
gatherings, Bible (flames, education-
al work and the like. While these
visitors are among us, we should
carefully consider the matter of an
organization.
But whether an organization is ef-
fected now or later on, Sunday prom-
ises to be a great day, in Hopkins-
elite.
The most vigorous workers have
spells of -Wed feeling" now and
then. This feeling is caused by de-
rangement in the stomach, liver and
bowels. A few doses' of Prickly Ash
Bitters quickly corrects the disor-
der and sends the blood tingling
through the veins, carrying life and
renewed energy throughout the sys-
tem. R. C. Hardwick. •
The following books were receive
at the public library this morning:
The Opponents, Harrison Robert-
Katherine Day, Anna Fuller.
The Leopards Spots, Thomas Dix-
on, Jr.
The Lady Paramount. Henry Har-
land.
The Captain of the Gray Horse
Troop, Hamlin Garland.•
Dorothy Vernon, Charles Major.
The Bettie of the Strong, Gilbert
Parker.
The Hound of tbe Baskerville's,
Conan Doyle.
The Battle-Ground, Ellen Glas-
gow.
The Blazed Trail, Stewart Edward
White.
Her First Appearanee. Richard
Harding Davis.
The Conqueror. flertrude Ather-
ton.
Prof. R. H. Wilson. formerly of
this city and now a member of the
faculty of the University of Vir-
ginia, is the author of a remarkable
novel, just issued from the press of
H. S. Stone & Co., Chicago. 'which
already is creating a stir in the liter-
ary world. Its title is "Mazel."
The Washington Times speaks of
it as "undeniably clever and well
written:" the Chicago Journal,
-brilliant and diverting;" the Chi-
cago News, 
-excrutiatingly funny;"
the New York Journal, "a very de-
lightful volume;" the Record Her-
ald, -curious but effective ;" the Bal-
timore Sun. "well written • • • • and
of exceeding interest ;" the Chicago
American, "as brilliant a bit of
characterizat ion as the world has
had a chance to smile over reeent-
ly".
The author endeavored to hide his
identity under the ocid.nom de guerre
WILL RE THE FLORAL PA-
RADE.
•NM* Entries Are Promised.
-,-Tbe Wright Carnival
Company.
Tits floral paradtw-lihich will be
held on L'araitiral Day. Thursday,
1111186 fliVettge Klks Jubilee, prom-
rtZ be the loveliest event that
Ilopkinaville people have ever wit-
c". aimed. Interest in it is great suit
inereaaing daily.
There are now indications that
thirty or forty beautifully decorated
vehieles will be in line. The number
oteltiseas who have already eigni-
lied their intention of entering
make it certain that the pageant wil
be the Largest and prettiest parade
that ever took place in this region.
F. T. Oump, manager of the Louie-
rifle Artificial Flower Company, a
decorator of wide experience, is in
the city to make arrangements to
adorn the carriages, traps and bug-
gies of those who have not the time
to devote to the work or prefer to
leave it to the taste anti skill of pro-
fessionals. Many vehicles that Mr.
Gump had decorated have won prizes
La various parts of the country. He
is stopping at Yancey 's hotel.
There will he three prizes offered
for the most attractively decorated
vehicles. The first prise is $60 in
geld, the second $25, and the third,
which is for pony carts, $10.
Mews. James E. Cooper, chair-
man, Douglas Bell, Harry Bryan'
Upham Wooldridge or any of the
is of the floral parade corn-
will be glad at all times to
any information that may be
by persona who wish to enter
parade.
' The street fair and carnival at
emphis this week has all its shows
araished by the Wright Carnival
peaty which will bring every
of its fine attractions to this city.
The Memphis Scimitar says:
• The Wright Carnival Company is
of the best now touring the
- 
Attractive and enjoyable are the
a, Streets of Cairo, Streets of
and the specialised features of
carnival.
, Among the attractions are the
c palace, the 75-foot Ferris
, Johnson, the world's greatest
iver IAttle Egypt, Limbless
y, and a big list of celebrities
alpsally as well known. And then
are the Cherry Sisters. That's
that need be mild of the attrae-
Oriental is good name for the show.
, Turks, gypsies and foreigner,
all kinds help to make up the bril-
I assembly of entertainers. The
and the burro will be on the
to add seat of movement to
pleasure of seeing.
Tbe carnival will run a week, M-
ead night. It is without
the best that has ever been in
phis. The attrections are nu-
varied and uovel. The
file is of a high order, perfect
Mon and consideration will be
all visitors, and the people
are looking for amusement will
, ea band.
ts Others To Know.
have used DeWitt's Little Ear-
lasers for eganetipation and torpid
, and they are all right. I am
to indorse them for I think
we lad a good thing we ought
1st others know it," writes Alfred
, Quinsy, III. They never
or distress. Sure, safe pills. R.
flardwick.
Wright-Lancaster.
Insisdory dotty
Warren T. Wright and Miele Mary
. Lancaster were married yesterday
by Judge W. T. Fowler in
comity clerk's office. The groom
mustered out of the repast ar-
e few days ago and was married
hie uniform. The bride's home is
Pembroke, where Wright former-
Iliad. Mr. and Mrs. Wright left
ediately after the ceremony for
odgson, Me., their future home.
Don't Start Wrong.
't start the summer with ling-
sough or colO. We all know
semeser cold" is. It's the
kind to sure. Often it hangs
through the entire season. Take
Is hand right soil. A few dose, of
Minute Cough Cure will set you
t. Sure cure for coughs, colds,
, grip, bronchitis, all throat
lung troubles. Abaolutaly safe.
steals. Children like it. "One
$0Cough Care Is the best cough
hie lever used," says J. H.
lea, ef Oroveton, If .( ney-
found anything elite that acted so
yand quickly." R. C. Hard-
wick.
Trustees Reelected.
The annual election of trastees of
public schools resulted in the ro-
of J. E. McPherson and W.
. Faxon. who defeated W. D.
is and James Western. The
was as follows: McPherson,
; Faxon. 017; Eaals, IR; West-
_
era, IM).
Dangerous If Neglected.
Auras, cuts and other wounds of-
tail to heal properly if neglected
become troubleeome sores. De-
ltt's Witch Hazel Salve prevents
Seieh consequences. Even where de-
hey has aggravated the injury De-
- 'Witt's Witch Hazel Salve effect* a
. "I had a running sore on my
thirty years," says H. C. Hardy,
ankeetown, lad. "After using
y remedies, I tried DeWitt's
itch Hazel Salve. A few boxes
the sore." Cures all skin
-
111101Mees. Piles yield to it at once.
Beware of counterfeits. R. C. Herd-
Wick.
Two things:in the treatment of
of "Richard Fisquill," but journalis-catarrh are now fully under-
First: the drying process is tic ferrets discovered the secret.
delusion that produces more mils- "Maser promises to be one of the
ief thus benefit. Second: science, most popular novels of the season.
sense and experience pro-
Ely's Cream Heim to be in- Ask Your Dealer for Alien's
relief, and final, eertain cure. Foot Ease.
*lemmas the deceased membranes A powder for the feet. It cure.
nirr•r makes the patient
 sneeze- Swollen, Sore, Hot, Callous, Aching.
Oen& Huld by druggists Swipting Feet, Calls Eultlens.
66 Watts. jitaU4ii1sts and shoe atone, Me.
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NORTONVILE DEAL
HOPKINSVILLE CAPITAL-
ISTS INTERESTED.
Will Develop Coal Land And
Build Up The
Town.
A syndicate composed of Hopkin
elite, Paducah. indientoolis and Ft.
Wayne people have bought the Nor-
ton interests here, comprising nine-
teen hundred acres of tine coal lands,
lying alongside the L. & N. and I. C.
railroads. besides retaining options
on several thousand acres more.
writes a Nortonville correspondent
to the Hustler. The property bought
Includes the hotel site and all town
lots, hundreds of which lie right on
the railroads.
The purpose of the company will
be to dove/op the coal lands and offer
all inducements to manufacturing
concerns to locate plants there. On
consideration of the excellent rail-
road facilities giving the town direct
communication with all sections of
the country, with cheapness of fuel
and a plentiful water supply. and
enterprising agents behind affairs,
it does seem that Nortonville at last
has a chance for the future.
Prickly Ash Bitters cures the kid-
ney's regulates the liver, tones up
the stomach and purifies the bowels.
R. C. Hardwick.
LINDELL CASE
Will Be Tried In Hopkins
Court.
The noted case of J. B. Lindell
and others, charged with the murder
of union miners at Carbondale over
a year ago, will be taken up in Hop-
kins circuit court next week. It will
be remembered that the defendants
were in jail In Hopkinsville for safe
keeping several months.
This has been one of the most
strongly contested cases ever tried
in Hopkins county. This makes the
third trial, the jury's verdict in first
case giving two of them life sen-
tences in the penitentiary, but owing
to the decision being made on Sun-
day and other mistakes of the court,
they were granted a new trial, the
case coming up again last fall and
another jury's verdict wius two years
In the penitentiary.
There is more work for the court
this term than for many years in the
post in Hopkins county.
Like a Drowning Man.
"Five years ago a disease the doc-
tors called dyspepsia took such a
hold of me that I could hardly go,"
writes George S. Marsh, well known
attorney of Sown*, Tex. I took
quantities of pepsin and other medi-
cine but nothing helped me. As a
drowning man grabs at a straw, I
grabbed at Kodol. I felt an im-
provement at once and after a few
bottles am sound and well." Kodol
is the only medicine which exactly
reproduces the natural digestive
juices and consequently is the only
one which digests any good food and
cures any form of stomach trouble.
R. C. Hardwick.
Sales By Commissioner..
Frank Rives, master commission-
er of Christian county, made the
following sales Monday:
The A. J. Fuqua farm of 265 acres,
located 2t miles north of Lafayette,
to F. I. Fraser, $1,636.
Three parcels of the Irvin Bigger-
staff estate as follows: 61.i acres on
Palmyra road, to Jno. T. Edmands,
$94; lot on north Campbell street to
J. M. Higgins, 040; lot on east Jack-
son street to T. S. Knight, 6218.
Lot in Hayes addition, on Young-
love street, belonging to Marshal
Willimuna, decd, to T. S. Knight $230.
Lot in Pombroke, on Spring street.
to W. S. laumpus, $m.
The M. D. ktorwn bowie and lot on
North Main street. GP Mrs. Susie E.
Stites. ;LAM.
-
A 0000 ""IrtM
-nerninn Syrup in the special pre-
scription of Dr. A. Boschee, a cele-
brated German Physician, and Is ac-
knowledged to be one of the most
furtunate discoveries in Medicine.
It quickly cures Coughs, Colds and
all Lung troubles of the severest na-
ture, removing, am it does, the cause
of the affection and leaving the parts
In a strong and healthy °audition.
It:is not an experimental medicine,
bat has stood the test of years, giving
satisfaction in every case, which its
rapidly Increasing sale every season
confinns. Two millionbbottles sold
annually. Boevbee's German Syrup
was introduced in the United States
In lbett, and is now sold in every
town and village in the civilized
world. Three doses will relieve any
ordinary cough. Price 75ete. Get
Green' s 'Special Almanac. R. C.
Hardwick.
Realistic Scenes.
This morning looked quite propiti-
ous for a fine show day. and a large
crowd soon collected on the streets
to view Buckskin Bill's mammoth
parade. It was a very thrilling
scene, the Indian women especially
captivated all hearts, and when the
great cannon rolled down the street
-it was nothing but a (mono', after
all. The attraction was now suffic-
ient to draw a good sized crowd to
the show grounds to see the wire
walker give an exhibition of his skill
and just ad the entertainment was at
Its height a beneficient shower fol-
lowed, but the people had come to
see something. their ardor was not
to be dampened and Buckskin Bill's
mammoth performauce was given to
a good audience. The %how will un-
doubtedly take more money out of
town than they paid into it but what
of that. The routine of life has been
broken a little, we welcome a change,
something of this kind once in a
while prevents tla from minifying,
and we go back to our work with
higher spirits and happier hearts.-
Minneapolis, Minn.. Chronicle, May
5, 1900.
Will exhibit in Hopkinsville May
14.
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lini-
ment auras rheumatism and neural
fa. TOUCHES THE SPOT. At
Of The
Ever
Front Wedueaday's daily.
The following delegates to the
Southern Baptist Convention left
Tuesday afternoon for Asheville N.
C: City.- Rev. C.* H. Nash. Prof.
W. H. Harrison. tiabe Payne, C. H.
Nash, Jr., J. H. Anderson and wife;
County,-Dr. J. D. Clardy, Miss Ada
Bacon, Miss Pauline Lowry. Miss
Thursa Lowry, Rev. A. R. Bond and
wife, Miss Willie Moore, Rev. W. L.
Peyton, and Rev. Alex. McCord.
The convention, anoording. to the
courier-Journal, was organized fifty-
seven years ago, and the present eels-
%ion will be the forti-seventh and in
many respeets the Most important.
The three auxiliaries to the con-
vention-the Womein's Missionary
Union, the Baptist Voting People's
Union and the American Baptist
Educational Society-will hold ses-
sion at the same time. The eonven-
thin will be held at the auditorium
at Asheville, beginning Friday at 10
o'clock a. in. The Wouisn's Mis-
sionary Union will meet at the same
hour in the First Baptist church.
The meetings of the li. V. P. U. and
the A. B. E. S. will begin Thursday
at 10 o'clock in the auditorium.
Louisville, • Nashville, Memphis,
Waco and Savannah, are after the
next meeting.
Uov. J. W. Northiern, of Georgia,
who has served th& convention so
long as president. "Mines to stand
for re-election, and several leading
Baptista are being Mentioned as his
successor, among them Gov. Jas. P.
Eagle, of Arkanisato1Who will proba-
bly be chosen. Dr. IL Lansing Bur-
rows, of Nashville, and Dr. 0. T.
Gregory, of Baltimore, are the secre-
taries of the convention; Mr. Oeo.
W. Norton. of Louisville, is treasur-
er and Dr. W. P. Hervey, of Louis-
ville auditor. All of these gentle-
men will be re-elected.
The report to be made by Rev. J.
U. Bow, secretary of the Kentucky
board of missions, is more than sat-
isfactory. It is the best in the his-
tory of Kentucky missions. The re-
port will show $21,971.96 for foreign
missions, putting Kentucky second
In the list of stater, the incresse over
last year being $6,411.78. For state
missions there was $12,101.41; in
crease over last year of $5,196.011.
The colportage increase is about $300.
NOW LOOK OUT I
"Take ears of yeurself," say our Moods
“rii try to," we &mover. We do take a little
ears, yet in spits of warm clothes, rubbers
and mackintoshes, an army of people wen
bowled out b pneumonia and other lung
and chest last wiuter. They
caught coal, neglected it, let it Is upon
them, were torn by conchs, choked by
Inflammations and oongestions, wasted by
fever, tired Out by pain sud then gave up
Its fight. The hour you realize that you
have • cold on the chest, place a hiensmes
Porous Plaster where the pain Or oppnes.
sion is felt. U you think two are needed
make it two. No it you were coy.
ereAl with them. They act quietly and
prevent the engonosent of blocel in the
*refine. In this way-with ordinary eau.
tiou ss to exposure- you sill break up the
col.1 and avoid a arrions sickness. No
other applications, ie any other form of
trestment,yill erraini,
and speedil". Nerwionsi limiters have Adis-
inlet and poeilre artien and are curative to
the highest degree. Use them with the same
confidence foe coughs, muscular rlornms-
tin's, Cue grip (hark and chest , and all aim.
liar ailments. Women, who are 014481liter.
en from cold weather complaints, should
keep these plaster, &ways within reach.
Get the genuine. AU druggists, or we will
MP"v postage on any utunser ordered La
the United Suites on reoeipt of 25c. each.
desbnry & Johnson. Nig. Chemists,
Tunes Of Long Ago.
The contestants in the old fiddlers'
contest at the tabernacle Thursday
night, May 16, wilt play sue'l selec-
tions as honk Bill Cheatham, Jordon
am a Hard Road to Travel, Leather
Broaches, Higtiltskritirrip Coon,
Off for Chart., n, Ily n the Low
Gisreaseieftnansaw Traveller, Down-
`NI of Paris. Grey Eagle, Jenny Put
the Kettle On, 01' Molly_ Her', The
Girl I Left Behind Me, Money Musk,
Soldier'sslov, Old; (hay Home, Fish-
er's Hornpipe, Devil's Dream and
other old time pieces.
Mothers! Mothers! Mothers
How many children are at this sea-
eon feverish and constipated, with
bad stomach and headache. Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
will always cure. If worms are pres-
ent they will certainly remove them.
At all druggists. Vas Samples mailed
FREE. Address Allen S Ohnsted,
Lefty, N. V. 158
REDUCE YOUR INTEREST.
We solicit applications for farm
loans on ten years time interest pay
able annually, with privilege of pay
meta in any OM` year of any amount,
at any time, not to exceed one fifth
of the principal. We issue fire,
lightning, tornado, and the enly life
insurance policy giving absolute, con-
tinuous, non-forfeitable and Incon-
testable protection. It absolutely
protects wherever the sun shines.
We also deal in bank stocks, bonds
and high grade Investment securities
WAvrint F. GARNETT & CO
Insurance and Financial Agent
w
--wla•-•Wes
DO YOU GET UP
WITH A LAME BACK?
Kidney Trouble Makes Yea Miserable.
Almost everybody who reads the news-
papers is sure to know of the wonderful
cures tr.scie by Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp
-Root,
the rest kidney, aver
and bladder remedy.
It is the rest medi-
cal triumph of the nine-
hl, teenth century: Ms-
!! covered after years of
,;11 Jcientific research by
Dr. Kilmer. the erni-
nent kidney and blad-
der specialist, and is
wonderful v successful In promptly curing
lame back, lodney. bladder, uric acid trou-
bles and Bright's Disease, which la the worst
form of kidney trouble.
Dr Kilmer's Swamp-Root is not reo-
ommencied f or everything but If you have kid-
ney, liver or bladder trouble It will be found
lust the remedy you need. It has been tested
in so many ways, in hospital work, in private
practice, among the helpless too poor to pur-
chase relief and has proved so successful in
every case that a special arrangement has
been made by which ail readers of this paper
who have not already tried it, may have a
sample bottle sent free by mail, also a book
telling more about Swamp-Root and how to
find out if you have kidney or bladder trouble.
When writing mention reading this generous
offer in this paper and
fiend your address to
Dr. Kilmer& Co.,Bing-
hamton, N. Y. The
regular fifty cent and unmet sorseatet
Colter sizes ars sold by all good druggists.
Beautiful Thoughts
The s.reet, pure breath of the babe Is mtg.
gentle. of inn.ux•rice and health. home chit.
drew iris. light and delicate as the modest
Sower, some Sr. ..truing end bright. 110.1• arefoal and
A mother's yearning for children is Insep-
arable from • lose of the beautiful, and itbehooves ev tor u omen to bring,. Use sweet-
est Influence 54411 hear on th• *object of her
ni itertoty.
To make easy that period a ben life is
!vita again,
Mother's friend
Is popularl• It is a liniment. easily
admInistereci and for exterriai use only.
No risk, no esperiment. merely • paha
reliever and harmless.
Pregnant ',Arlen are earneetly entreated
I', try this remedy, it being undeoishiy a
friend to her during nature's term of sus-
pense, tears and anticipation.
Mother's Friend, if used diligently
throughout gestation, will soften the breavt
thereby preventing cracked and sore nipples.
itt tissues. muscles and tendons straining
with the burden will soften, relax. become
soothed, supple:tad elastic from it. contin-
ued application.
All fibres In the abdominal region will re-
'Mond readdy [tithe expanakng co.'er contain-ing the embryo If Mother's Friend ad-
nualetered externally all during pregnancy.
I rel druggists sell this remedy fur
$t per bottle.
A really wettable *mitts* on 'motherhood
will be sent 11'140 f yie writ. an.
THE BRAIMIELO REGULATOR CO..
Attie ono., Of& •
%.311111111111111111111M.
VEGETABLE
PLANTS AND
Flowers!
BIG UND SALE.
As executor of Junes Bradshaw.
deceased, and in pursuance of a judg
ment the Christian Circuit Court,
rendered at Its February term, 1902,
will offer for sale at public outcry.
at the Courthouse door in Hopkins-
ville, Ky., Monday, June 2nd, 1902,
(County Court day) the following
, tracts and parcels of land:
First-A large tract of land con-
tamping 664.7 acres of acres, situated
about 9 miles from Hopkinsville,
i Ky., and in the southeastern portion
of Christian county, Ky., near the
Bradshaw road. Said tract of land
known as the "Old Kelly Home-
s258teSliedc.lio.scres, adjoining and east of the
';ici-A tract of land containing
above described tract of land, and
divided by the Bradshaw road. The
parcel on the west side of said road
containg 129.84 acres, and the parcel
on the east side of road containing
138.11 acres; said two parcels to be
offered separately.
Third-A small tract of fine tim-
bered land, situated north of said
first named largest tract of land, and
about one mile from same, contain-
ing 40.58 acres.
For the Spring and
Summer Trade.
Vi' have at our gardens and orch
ards all kinds of Vegetable Plants,
Flowers and Nursery Stock, and we
will have the collection of Vegeta-
ble Plants a limited number of the
now famous New Large Early
Tomato." introduced by Walter Bur-
fee & Co., last year of which I am
the originator, and for which the
above company paid me a- large sum
for the ownership, and said to be the
finest tomato now in existence.
Will not be able to supply more
than one dozen of the plants to any
one customer. Will also have plant,:
from two other varieties of my own
Introduction, Snyder Earliest and
Snyder New Beauty, which are said
to be very fine. And other lee
ne ties.
I make a specialty of landscape
gardens, renovating lawns and ceme-
tery plots, and will give estimates Of)
all floral work and filling of flower
beds.
All kinds of seeds, flowers, tidies,
fruit trees, small fruits and every-
thing in the nursery line for sale.
You will do well by consulting me
first on any of the above work. Our
orchards and gardens are near
Casky. Use phone No. 148-4 rings.
And all orders by mail will be
promptly attended to.
Wm. F. Snyder,
P. O. Box Casky,Ky.
Which
Interests You Most?
Of rImiti
C14/14,,
frit •
401/117
The renting, repairing, selling or
storage part of my business!
In any department you will re-
ceive 'satisfactory treatment and the
greatest value for your money.
We repair Bicycles. Guns, Locks,
Sewing Machines, Typewriters and
all light machinery.
Being equipped with all up-to-date
tools for our bilsiness we are in a po
sitition to guarantee satisfaction.
Give us a call and be convinced.
Ernest M. West
0
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SENT FREE
to housekeepers
Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef
Cook Book
telling how to prepare delicate
met delicious dishes.
Address (Able Co., P. O. 'Jos. 2718,
New
Womanly Beauty
Spark lingEyes & Bright Faces
Sr. the Fruits of hound Nerve*.
HINDIPO The (west reeods NaveTeak sad Vitalizer
cures nervous ex hoostion. Hysteria, Masi-
new headache. backache and Female weak
nem, so 'common attending the monthlyperiods.
Girls Passing through tering causefrom Girlhood to Womanhood
will find It • wonderful relief and benefit
It quiets and strengthens the nerves, clean-
ses the blood. mean the brain and Tones up
the whole system. Makes • woman look
young and feel young. Priem hoc, 12 boxes
86. By ninth to any address: sold by
Anderson & Fowler
AIM
Druggist
YOB
10 05 my
ThIAL
ELTIICREAfil SALM
Gives relief at on0e.
It Itianses, soothes
and heals the (Ha-
mmed membrane.
It cures catarrh and
drives away • cold
In the head quickly.
It ts Morbid. Heads
and proteet• the •
Membrane netitores COW 14 HEtiC
L Menem of Taste sad amen. Full size 
.trial use 10e; at druggists or all
MLYIIIIROTH ERIS
N Warren St. New York
CATARRH
Say!!
Would you rather
pay rent than be your
own landlord?
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Association of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., will build you a
house on easy monthly pay-
ments. For particulars apply to
Henry C Gant, - Pres
J E McPherson, Sec & Trea
House Moving.
All persons wanting houses moved
or raised apply to
BIENJ. BOYD,
House Mover and House Raiser
IN E. 1st St., 'Phone M.
ADD UP THE GAINS. po coNIENTIoN
In consumption, as in other b
diseases, the results secured
from continued treatment with
Scott's Emulsion come \ from BAPTISTS I. EA V IE F 0 R
the accumulation of many i ASHEVILLE, N. C.
small gains. 1
A little gain in strength ' 1
each day-a little gain in
weight each day-if continued Session Will- *di One
for weeks, amounts to some-I Most Int Ing
thing.
Scott's Emulsion can be.
taken for weeks and months
without the least disturbance.
It gives itself time to do
good. It makes new flesh and
strengthens the lungs.
mad for Free bassp/e
SCOTT & *owls* Chemists, me Pearl N.. P. V
JUST IR OUTLINE
OF ATTRACT IONS OF
STATE ASSOCIATION.
Sent Out to Teachers of City
and county
Schools.
A second strong i•ircular in regard
to the meeting of the Kentucky Edu-
cational .Association at Lexington,
June 24, 26, 26 has been received by
Hopkinsville teachers. It urges a
large attendance at the meeting and
gives reasons why there should be
such. The program ie one id the
best in the history of the association.
This will be ready for distribution
May 10. A free-for-all discussion
will occupy the last half the time of
the association and all members are
invited to participate in this. The
citizens and officials of Lexington
will offer a welcome and reception
that will prove a lasting memory in
the minds of all who participate in
it. The sessions will be held in the
State College building where buffet
lunches will be served. A splendid
reception will be given by the Lex-
ington Elks. The street cars will be
at .the service of the teachers so
that they may visit every part of the
city. "The Torrent" and •'Nattiral
Bridge" are among the most noted
natural scenes in Kentucky-. Mam-
moth Cave, of course, always except-
ed, and a grand excursion will be
given free to the teachers to these.
Not far away are famous "High
Bridge" with its noted Kavanaugh
camp meeting ground, Shakertown,
the battlefield of Perry v ille and many
other noted historic places which
may he conveniently visited. Henry
Clay's Ashland home and his tower-
ing monument are always shown to
those who visit Lexington.
In addition to aW this there will be.
excellent local entertainments and
fine musical programs. At the
Christmas week sessions of the as-
sociation the best rate obtained on
railroads was one and one-third fare,
good for return as late as January 2.
but this year a round trip rate of
one fare has been secured.
President H. H. Cherry, of Bowl-
ing Green, and Secretary A. M.
Miller, of Lexington. vouch for All
these seductive statements and more
too in their circular letter to teach-
Pr*.
Blown To Atoms.
The old idea that the body some-
times needs a drastic, purgative pill
has been exploded; for Dr. King's
New Life Pills, which are perfectly
harmless, gently stimulate liver and
bowels to expel poisonous matter,
cleanse the system and absolutely
cure constipation and sick headache.
Only 25c at L. L. Elgin, C. K. Wyly,
J. 0. Cook, Anderson & Fowler's
drug stores.
Owing to the illness of the bride-
to-be, the marriage of Miss Frances
Broadbent, of Walionia, and Prof.
W. L. Davie, of Cadiz, which was
annoqticed to take place tonight at
the residence of Mr. John Broadbent,
ham been postponed.
Cut Worms At Work,
Considerable ....mplaint is begin-
ning to ire tiaard about the ravages
of cut worms, says the Madisonville
Hustler. The greatest damage they
are doing is to young corn that is
sprouting. It is thought, however,
that a few more day m s of war sun-
shine a quietus to them.
It Girdles The Clobe.
The fame of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve, as the best in the world, ex-
tends round the earth. It's the one
perfect healer of cuts, corns, burns,
bruises, *ores, 'welds, boils, ulcers,
felons, aches, pains, skin eruptions.
Only infallible pile cure. 26c a box
at J. O. Cook. L. L. Elgin. C. K.
Wyly, Anderson A Fowler's.
• 
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CHRISTIAN CIRCUIT CI'.
Louis Amberg &Co. Pl'ffs
VS. Notiee.
Thos. H. Ennislic.
All persons holding clainim against
the assigned estate of Thos. H. En-
nis will file them with me properly
verified on or before June 2, 1902.
FRANK RIVES,
6-6 wkit Master Commissioner.
FINE SOUTH CHRISTIAN FARM
FOR SALE.
As trustee for Mrs. t'aroline M.
McKee, the undersigned offers for
sale her Newstead farm situated on
the Newsiesd road between the
lands of A. M. Henry and Benj. B.
Nance, containing about 250 acres,
one half cleared and in fine state of
cultivation, balance In fine timber.
Planters Bank & Trust Co.,
wtf Trustee.
-- --ears •ee.--
TO CURE A COL) IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine 'Tab-
lets. All druggists refund the money
if it falls to cure. E. W. Grove's sig-
nature is on each box. 96c. tilit
Announcements.
We are authorized to announce
JUDGE E. P. TAYLOR
of Davies. county, as a candidate for
Congress in the Second congressional
district. subject to the action of the
Democratic party.
We are authorized to announce
HON. JOHN B. BRASHER,
Of Hopkins county, no a candidate
for congress in the Second district
subject to the action of the Demo-
cratic party. Election Nov. 1902.
We are authorised to announce
WEBB C. BELL
as a candidate for Railroad C‘Millia-
stoner in the First Railroad District
subject to the action of the Democra,
tic party.
Fourth-A tract of land contain-
ing 171.7 !term, hying north of said
first named largest tract of land, and
north of said timbered tract, and
near each.
All of said tracts or parcels are
well timbered and accessible. The
said lands are located in the niost
fertile portion of Christian county,
surrounded by fine farms, schools
and churches, and the best society;
Is suitable for the raising of stock,
tobacco, corn, oats and wheat, in
fact, for general agricultural purpos-
es is unsurpassed in Southern Ken-
tucky.
The sale will be made subject to
the approval of the court, and on a
credit of six months, one and 'two
years, equal installments, purchaser
to give bond with approved security,
to bear interest only from the date
full poeeea.ion is delivered to the
purchaser, and which will be furth-
er secured by a Lien on the land for
which the bonds are executed. The
full possession will be delivered to
the purchaser on the first day ofJan-
uary, 1900, if sale is confirmed, and
the purchaser shall have right to pos-
session after confirmation for the
purpose of preparing for and seeding
wheat for the coming year.
If desirable the several tracts will
be divided and sold in parcels to suit
purchasers, and then offered as a
whole, and the bids reported which
will realize the largest amount for
the several tracts.
For further particulars application
may be made to The undersigned,
Hopkinsville, R. F. D. R. No. 1, and
Landes & Allensworth, and Judge
James Breathitt, Attorney's, Hop-
kiruiville, Ky.
R. H. Kelly,
Executor of James Bradshaw, dec'd.
May 1st, 1902.
Hazel)
Fergurson
No. 205, North
Main Street.
Real Estate &
Loan Agents
We have anything in the
way of a house and lot or a
farm you want. Below ar
a few; we have many others
not advertised. Tell us what
you want we can supply
you.
800 acres of land 3 miles south of
Hopkinsville on free pike, well im-
proved. Will sell all in one body or
cut to suit purchaser in tracts rang-
ing from 50 acres up, improved or un-
improved. Price from s22.6e to $85.00
per acre. Will exchange the proper-
ty for desirable city property.
196 acres 144. miles from town, well
improved and in a high state of cul-
tivation, for sale or exchange for city
property. See us for price.
4-room house on E. 9th street, large
lot, $1,100, easy terms.
6-room frame house on W 18th St.,
a splendid little house, $1,100.
4-room house on W 18th street, $900.
A cheap house on Jackson street,
one on Broad street and one or West
2nd street.
A new 6-room brick house on E.
7th street this city; an elegant ' -.me.
Price, $2,100.
198 acres of land b miles east of
Crofton, Ky. Well improved;, 76
acres of bottom land; a splendid
farm. Price $1100.00; easy fermi.
A two story block ot, buildings in
business portion of Hopkinsville.
good store rooms all rented °rice
,000; easy terms.
80 acres of land well improved 8
miles from Hopkinsville on Butter-
milk road. Price $460; a cheap place.
100 acres credsk,
-PEZM of Halers Mill, Chris-
Lion county; 86 acres good timber;
POO; timber is worth the money.
4 room house on west 2nd street!
lot 68 feet front by 196 feet deep. $800.
6 room frame house on Jesup's Ave
Lot 80x206: corner lot in good condi-
tion. $1600; easy terms.
Place your property with us for
tilde or exchange. We advertise free
of charge. Call and give us an op-
t ion.
HAZELIP
FERGUSON.
•1 EIR * • 44 •'
Buggies!
Harness
3 and
Libor
Tires
at
WEST
RI LEE.
ACHING KIDNEYS
Uriaary troubles. Paigitatims
Li- heart, Conetipaticia and Mom.
acb disorders, yield at am to
Prickly Ash Bitters
It hi a snarvelose kidaey took and systole eissases,
stresigthens the tired kidneys, helps digestions, repo
listne the bowels.
PRICE, 111.00.
IMMO SY Ale NIOGGISTS.
-----C-C.--Hardwicti, Special Agent'
WINCHES'.
CARTRIDGES IN ALL °Attainfrom .22 to .50 loaded with either Black or Smokeless Powderalways give entire satisfaction. They are made and loaded Is amodern manner, by exact machinery operated by skilled experts.THEY SHOOT WHERE YOU HOLD • ALWAYS ASS FOR 7'
4•01
441):)4,904>w
The Quality
Of a Buggy
SHOWS IN ITS USE!
If you want a buggy of which you can al-
ways be sure, we have it. It will OUT-
WEAR, OUT-LOOK AND OUT-STAY any
buggy made-any where-by anybody, (no
excepOons whatever) and look better when
you have gotten tired of it than most bug-
gies do after one or two year's use. This
sounds big and might seem like wind but
we are back of it all. Our guarantee on this
buggy is the strongest ever given ON ANY
BUGGY BY ANY FIRM
WE GUARANTEE IT
Fully Against Any Defect In Material
For TWO YEARS From Date Of Pur-
chase. For One Year We Guaran-
tee Wheels, Axles, Springs, Run-
ning Gear and Shafts Against
BREAKAGE FROM ANY
CAUSE WHATEVtR.
No questions asked at all. If your horse
runs off, if you drive over a stump. in fact
any accident of any kind breaking your bug-
gy will be fully covered.
THAT is the QUALITY of this buggy
and the price is right. We still have the
best cheap buggy ever sold in this county.
Let us show them to you.
F. A. YOST & CO.,
For every dollar spent at our store we
guarantee 100 cents worth of satisfaction.
****** 11*E***
• • • • • • • •
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ARE YOU
'Thinking of
Papering Your
Room This
Spring vir*IviltiNg
We can show you the most upto-
date line of paper to be found in
the city. If it is in our line it is
new an d artistic.
Hoppa & Kitchell.
I PARISIAN
Millinery Parlor.
NewShap00/
Designed
every weeK
One hundred orig-
inal photographs re-
ceived monthly of
Parisan bats to Se-
lect from. All bats
made to order to
SUM
FIGURE
AND FACIF.i
ONLY ;
ATS
LUSH HAT
OLD HATS RESHAPED AND
1
-361
5ip
TRIMMED IN THE LATEST STYLE.
Satisfaction Guarateed. 
ROUSSEY,
Expert Trimmer and Designer. At Mrs. Geo Elgins
Go To GREER'S
For Roofing, Guttering,
Tinware, Stoves. Ranges, &c
The Best ROOF PAINTING
We do all kinds of Plumbing and have the best
and most experienced workmen employed. All work
guaranteed.
TELEPHONE 165-4. t
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